Congrats Grads of 2024!
Congratulations to all of the 2024 High School Graduates!

I wish you all the best for the future and all its challenges and opportunities. Today is your day!

Best Regards, Tara Scully

Law Office of Tara A. Scully, P.C.

Providing a holistic approach to legal counseling regarding matters including:

- Elder Law
- Medicaid Eligibility Planning
- Medicaid Application Assistance
- Nursing Home Placement
- Long Term Home Care
- Guardianship Proceedings
- Estate Planning
- Trusts, Irrevocable & Revocable
- Estate Administration
- Special Needs Planning

Phone: (631) 509-4911 | www.tarascully.com
646 Main Street, Suite 301 • Port Jefferson, NY 11777

Tara Scully Is A Lifelong Resident of the Community
Dear Reader,

What a difference from 2020. Please read below to remind you of how far we have come & how grateful we need be today.

Please show your appreciation to the advertisers in this joyful keepsake book, for it is they who made its publication possible. Look at all the pages or view them at tbrnewsmedia.com and then shop their stores and use their services.

Thank you in advance for your support of the graduates, for the advertisers and for our news media.

It seemed like such a cheat. After 12 years of formal schooling, preceded by perhaps kindergarten and pre-K, high school graduation, senior prom and all the other rites of passage to which students have always felt entitled were falling victim to an invisible bug. The novel coronavirus, nicknamed COVID-19 for corona virus disease, discovered in 2019, was to make 2020 an unprecedented year for change. Not since the United States was deeply engaged in World War II have students graduated into a world so grim. Hand sanitizers, masks, social distancing, sheltering-in-place, ventilators, frontline workers, emergency room beds, shuttered shops, non-essential services, airplane cancellations, testing, vaccines, tracing, were all words that became common coin in a matter of a mere couple of weeks. A microbe that was devastating China and Italy was crossing the oceans and coming ashore here. Life as we had known it was disappearing in the first half of March.

The watershed celebration marking transition from youth to full adulthood, from striving to accomplishment, from studying, writing papers, cramming for tests well beyond midnight to becoming an educated person, was disappearing along with the rest.

We at TBR News Media, coming upon a half century of service feeling the pain as well as sharing in the successes of our residents as we report on our communities, tossed around ideas for how to honor the graduates. We had always printed their names, designated by high schools across our six newspapers, as well as valedictorian, salutatorian and other details of each class. But now they were unseen.

You now hold in your hand a supplement that is a tribute to our graduating seniors.

We hope you seniors know how proud of you we are. It took a village. From our hearts, we thank all of you.

PS- And still are proud in 2024.

©2024 by TBR News Media • All rights reserved
Love Our 2024 Grads!
CENTEREAICH HIGH SCHOOL

Jarrett Evan Abt
Nicholas Robert Adamo
Angelina M Ahmed
Zainab Ajaz
Aiman Akhtar
Ibrahim Alamed
Joseph Alberti
Randy C Alexis
MD Vajid Ali
Emesralda Almazo Moran
Victoria M Altiere

Michael Cosmo
Michael T Healy
Jayden C Mathe
Adam Pietrowski
Spencer T Pisani
Gayan S Pius
Daniela Nicole Ponce Minero
Zander Pott
Chad Powell
Connor A Price
Sophia I Primak
Anthony Prince
Joseph Dylan Prokop
Abdul Rahman
Mymuna Rahman
Emily Ramjtit
Cesia Ramos Medina
Evelyn C Rampin Da Silva
Natalie Raudales
Emily Grace Raymond
Alyssa Nicole Redmond
Ashley Marie Reid
Julie Isabelle Reilly
Kaylee Megan Rennard
Christopher Rivera
Nicholas Saul Rivera
Robin Rivera Flores
LaRawn Robinson
Thomas J Robinson
Ava Jolie Robles
Nolan James Rocco
Franklyn Rodriguez
Harol Rodriguez Nunez
Ariana Romero Campoverde
Aryana Rosa Rosario

Aiden Thomas Blouin
Robert Rochichio

Angela Derosse
Madison Falkowski
Emily Marie Farnacci
Braylen Faustene
Briana N Feliciano
Vincent Michael Ferrara
Dafne Z Ferrera Romero
Mia Ferro
Melighe M Fetherston
Timothy Joseph Fitzpatrick
Angela Flores
Daniela Saraa Flores
Itzel Yarelis Flores
Marina A Flores
Liam Raymond Fowler
Patrick Joseph Fowler
Giovanna Fracalvieri
Michael David Franscoy
Christopher Fuentes
Ovidio E Fuentes Canales
Jason Fuentes Ramos
Amanda Gallarello
Salvatore Joseph Gangi
Jhon N Garces Gutierrez

Darianne Garcia
Jhoel Garcia
Sherlyn Grace Garcia
Sheyla Garcia
Yael Garcia
Aaiylah Rose Geib
Aidan Gabriel Gerig
Madison R Gillen
Jadlyn Kirsten Giordano
Alexandra Gluck

Natalie Manzella
Amanda Sarah Marcel
Kayla Vanessa Marcus
Mackenzie L Marquardt
Isaiah D Martin
Dario D Martini
Natalia Citak
Brandon Matthew Clark
Jack C Collins
Alexa R Comikie
Kevin P Cooper
Emily Jade Coraggio

Macklan T Healy
Alexa Hernandez
Gabriel Alejandra Hernandez
Gabriella Hirsch
Rachel A Hollywood
Brandon Louis Honka
Kraymel M Hope
Emmanuel J Hunt
Kaun Ide
Jada N Iglesias
Mikael Rahim Iqbal
Alana K James
Deshawn Jamison
Taha N Jadi
Alexa B Jimenez Lara
Amani JiMe Johnson
Sasha A Jules
Holden C Juliano
Kassandra Lynn Jurlando
Hamza Kabir
Ilma Kadic
Sarah Nicole Kahn
Mohammad Kamran
Simra Kashif
Kaleigh Kelly
Marik Stone Kelly
Muhammad U Khan
Victoria J Kircher
Sophia Narissa Koch
Samantha Anne Kolyer
Christyanna A Koppelman
James Krauss
James Krygier
Adam Kudyan
Jackson Alexander Landau
Joshua A Lao
Andrea Jordan Leekin
Christopher Leger
Alexandra Lorena Leiva
Cory Lettman
Grace Hope Lien
Michael A Little Wilson Jr
Cassandra Nicole LoBrutto
Kayla Rae Leoffler
Jaydy Loor
Giancarlo Lopez
Raul Lopez Abarca

Lora Lopez Lopez
Nazir J Lubin
Agustin A Luna Andrade
Steven Madden
Avas Maharan
Amanda H Mahnke
Jordan L Lymejewski
Muhammad Ali Malik
Zachary Benett Mangopna

Natalie Manzella
Amanda Sarah Marcel
Kayla Vanessa Marcus
Mackenzie L Marquardt
Isaiah D Martin
Daniela R Martinez Valdez
Jade Jolette Martinez
Michael Alan Materazo

Julea Gabrielle Pinto
2024 will soon be a blur... set your sights on all the best life has to offer!

Congratulations from your friends at Stony Brook Vision World
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Centereach High School

David Samuel Soriano
Ava N Soricelli
Hailie E Spagnolo
Jessica Lyn Stallone
Katelyn Kelli Stewart
Ryan T Stinsman
John Wesley Sutphen
Daniel J Swensen
Jayde Alysa Tancsik
Andrew Dean Tarazona
Kardelen Tas
Angelina Rose Thristino
Naz Tonyali
Nadine Faith S Torillo
Elizabeth Rose Tracy
Dominic Micheal Trapani
Anthony Victor Traube
Brandon T Trautman
Sadie Y Trucchio
Sean Robert Tully
Leah S Tumolo
Katerin Daniela Uceda Diaz
Collin R Valencia
Rylee Paige Valenzano
Mateo Vanarken
Tatiana Luzero Vasquez
Julianna C Vera
Nina Marie Verrastro
Kevin M Villatoro
McKenna Rose Vivona
Jannat Waseem
Abigail Elizabeth Wasilewicz
Lauren K Waters
Miranda L Waters
Nyeisha Watson
Gregory M Welther
Morgan Phillip Wengler
Victoria Catherine White
Lauren Shanel Wilches
Stephanie N Williams
Wiktoria Wojcik
Meah Roni Wood
John Daniel Woolard
Kyra E Wynne
Nurgul Yilmaz
Addison W. Young
Jason Matthew Zaita
Jasmin Elizabeth Zavala
Nedved A Zavala
Jiahui Zheng
Margaret Arlene Zigon
Grace Lilly Zytka

“Do the best you can in every task, no matter how unimportant it may seem at the time. No one learns more about a problem than the person at the bottom.”
~ Sandra Day O’Connor
TRANSFORM YOUR PROPERTY INTO A PRIVATE RETREAT

Landscape Design | Waterscapes | Lawn & Garden | Masonry

R.J.K. Gardens
Creative Landscaping
Design • Construction • Maintenance
547 Lake Avenue | St. James, NY 11780
631.862.7056 | rjkgardens.com
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Commack High School

Leo Abbe
Isabelle Abenes
Kevin Abruzzo
Rachel Abzug
Meghan Adamo
Robert Adcock
Ella Aglietti
John Ahlers
Sofia Ahmed
Zachary Aliperti
Arda Alptekin
Lindsay Altman
Naomi Amram
Olivia Anastasio
Sophia Arena
Christopher Arriaza
Alexandra Arrivillaga Gomez
Laiba Atif
Isadora Avery
Isabella Bagi
Matthew Bahadur
Jay Baik
Addison Balducci
Nicholas Bank
Lauren Bara
Samantha Barber
Maggie Barbero
Benjamin Barcus
Isabella Bartol
Lucas Basile
Brooke Bassin
Brayden Bello
Jake Belverd
Margaret Berman
Brandon Berozi
Emily Biren
Kate Bitonti
Nathaniel Blatt
Jack Bloomberg
Heidi Boboris
Jake Bohm
Scott Bonfiglio
Matthew Brady
Christina Brandi
Nicole Bransfield
Stephen Bravata
Antonio Britton
Michael Brown
Michaela Burke
Samuel Byrd
Michael Calderon
Dominick Caliendo
Graceann Caliendo
Phoebe Callahan
Emma Calvi
Isabella Campa
Nelson Cantillo
Aidan Caplan
Nicholas Capone
Colin Caputo
Jenna Caputo
Brady Cascone
Chastain Cassidy
Luca Castelli
Alexa Catanese
Sofia Catricala
Luke Cecere
John Cerulli
Jillian Cestaro
Avery Chacana
Matthew Chacon
Manik Chadha
Christian Chalil
Tyler Chalil
Mehrunnisa Chan
Chelsea Chang
Tone Chen
Steve Cherian
Grace Chowdhury
Kayley Chung
Sophie Chung
James Ciccone
Nicholas Clemente
Logan Cobelo
Charles Cocchiola
Abigail Cohen
Avery Cohen
Connor Cohen
Michael Colby
Anna Conforti
Tyler Conover
Giuliana Conway
Aaron Cory
Molly Costello
Taylor Cotto
Julia Curcio
Nick Curra
Rylie Curran
Logan Curry
Samantha Curry
Avajosephine D'Angelo
Ethan Dalland
Jack Damato
Christopher Damiata
Ava Davidson
Devin Decena
Daniel DeGaray
Angelina DeMaine
Emily Denig
Rowan DePrizio
Elyseena DeStefano
Mason Di Diego
Hannah Diamond
Sophie Diamond
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Commack High School

Congratulations TO THE CLASS OF 2024

“Go forth and set the world on fire.”

- St. Ignatius Loyola

EDWARD J. GUTLEBER, ESQ.

Meyer Suozzi, English & Klein, P.C. | Garden City, NY | 516-741-6565 | www.msek.com
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Commack High School

Ryan Javier
Enniece Jeon
Steve Jin
Rebecca Johnson
Harleen Josan
Ashwin Joseph
Giulianna Justincic
Luciano Kadian
Andrew Kamel
Daniel Kamensky
Ilana Kaplan
Anthony Karanadze
Carlos Karaptian
Daniel Kasparyan
Yunis Kassim
Seán Kassnone
Benjamin Kavesteen
Irma Kav
Evan Kay
Kaitlin Keher
Charlie Keiser
Marc Kelly
Olivia Kelly
Aayan Khan
Maya Khan
Jayeon Kim
Jake Kirschbaum
Sophie Kirschner
Abigail Kleiman
Jin Ko
Jonathan Ko
Lorraine Koch
Emily Koesterer
Jonathan Koesterer
Lilah Kohler
Thomas Kolasa
Adam Koldorff
Rayna Kolodny
Dylan Krinsky
Ryan Krzemienski
Gabriella Kuchar
Natalia Kulakowski
Gabriela Kuriakose
Noah Kurtz
Alvin Lai
Parker Lambertson
Olivia Lanci
Jean Paul Lava
Julia Leahy
Aidan Lee
Kevin Lee
Yewon Lee
Nicholas Leite
Chloe Leung
Jaden Levine
Julia Levinson
Sean Levy
Michael Lianos
Edward Liao
Marcus Liemann
Chelsea Lippe
Tyler Liu
James Lizlo
Gabriela Ljubic
Angela Lomangino
Jeffrey Longstreet
Haley Loscalzo
Jayden Lovell
Tanner Lubell
Alyssa Luberoff
Landon Lung
Samuel Lustig
Kevin Ma
Emily MacDonald
Ella Madover
Baria Mahmood
Emily Males-Gandolfo
Eliza Malik
Justin Mallgren
Allison Maloney
Ryan Malymiak
Breana Manganello
Mia Mansi
Alex Marcin
Ethan Marjosius
Justin Marshall
James Martinez
Gabriella Martino
Francesca Marzo
Joseph Massafra
Max Mattera
Lucas McAllister
Caitlin McCabe
Anna McDevitt
Kaitlyn McGuckian
Kieran McGuigan
Olivia McPhee
Michael McQuaide
Jacob Medina
Julian Medina
Julia Megibow
Josue Melendez
Nicolas Mendez
Shane Menzies
Gregory Merkel
Crystal Migliaccio
Madison Mikowski
Daniella Milas
Matthew Miller
Talia Mishkin
Elanah Montalto
Patrick Moran
Ava Morizio
Makar Mozgovoy
Amanda Nadolny
Madhav Nair
Tomoki Nakamura
Drew Nezowitz
John Niebling
Anton Nieroda
Charlotte Nieroda
Emily Nobile
Madison Novomeskty-Shapiro
Kayla O’Boyle
Aidan O’Connor
Gianna O’Leary
Sienna Olivarres
Safiyyah Omarkheil
Chijioko Onuogu
Haley Orehek
Rachel Orlowski
Julian Ortiz
Charlie Oser
Rebekah Pacheco
Daniel Pagan
Ling Xi Pan
Sahaj Pandey
Arianna Panni
Christopher Parkes
Alyssa Pascale
Mandi Peat
David Peat V
Saharsh Reddy Peddireddy
Jackson Pellegrino
Sean Pennella
Steven Pennella
Caroline Penzavecchia
Soia Perez
Alexa Peri
Alyssa Perri
Gabrielle Phelan
Vincent Pititto
Liliana Pizzoglo
John Prestiano
Ian Primack
Jack Proto
Alexandra Pulcini
Grace Quinan
Ava Quinter
Samuel Rainier
Vasili Ragavanis
S Amantje Rana
Shubham Rangnekar
Jessica Rau
Austin Reese
Ibrahim Rehan
Kristina Rezler
Bianca Reznic
Anam Riaz
Ariana Richards
Fatima Rivera Mazariegos
Gianluca Rizza Jr.
Genius Robinson
Jillian Robledo
Anna Rohring
Patryk Romankiewicz
Joseph Romito
James Roselli
Joshua Roseman
Matthew Rosenoff
Paige Rossiter
Shaina Roth
Andrew Ruder
Brandon Ruocco
Jason Sackstein
Brian Saint-Aude
Willis Sample
Jordyn Samuel
Jillian Sanchez
Brina Sandella
James Savis
Shane Scandaliato
Andrew Scangrello
Emma Schepps
Kaitlyn Schiede
Max Schillen
Jadyn Schoenberg
Christopher Schramm
Alexandra Schuval
Lilly Schwan
Victoria Severino
Ava Seymour
Ayan Sheikh
Grace Shikarides
Josie Shikarides
Matthew Shovelson
Allison Shulman
Brooke Sievers
Joseph Sievers Jr
Preston Sikoryak
Jack Silvers
Daniella Simonetti
Molly Singer
Ishaan Singh
Jacob Sklar
Megan Socha
Andrew Soliman
Grace Solomon
Anthony Solicito
Nicholas Southard
Conor Spahn
Devon Spahn
Dylan Spector
Carter St. Jacques
Angelina Stabile
Evan Stern
Alissa Strahl
Samuel Strauber
Abigail Streit
Joseph Sue
Bridget Sugrue
Jordan Sukoff
Ryan Suss
Brianna Szmurkowski
Ana Tagliente
Matthew Tan
Kady Tannenbaum
Amanda Taveras
Jordan Thakral
Peter Tine Jr.
Sara Tobia
Sofia Toepfer
Lindsay Tombline
Madeline Tomesi
Gavin Trinchetto
Michael Tuffy
DonVeon Tulloch
Connor Tully
Aliyah Tweedy
Morgan Valinotti
Constantine Varlamos
Destiny Vega
Julian Velasquez
Frankee Vieira
Dean Vincent
Jordan Vogel
Katerina Volonakis
Nicholas Vought
Alexa Vriosedes
Nicholas Waga
Ryan Wald
Alex Walsh
Maheen Waqar
Samantha Waxman
Ethan Wechsler
Joshua Wechsler
Mason Weinstein
Jeremy Weiss
Maegan Whalen
Nicholas Whalen
Madison Wilhelm
Layla Wilkes
Scarlett Willems
Zachary Winter
Victoria Wroblewski
Elizabeth Yakhnitsky
Brandon Yoo
James Yu
Christina Zarafopoulou
Raymond Zerner
Hao Kai Zhang
Jonathan Zhang
Angelina Zheng
Elizabeth Ziolkowski
Sasha Zumpano
Best Wishes To
The Class of 2024

Celebrate the memories

The love. The laughs. It’s every special moment.

When you plan a service with us, we don’t want you to think about just a funeral or cremation. We want to create a priceless memory for your family.

(631) 450-3913
MOLONEYFH.COM/PLANNINGTOOLKIT

Request Your FREE Planning Tool Kit Online At

FREE PLANNING TOOL KIT

OR MAIL IN COUPON BELOW

MAIL TO: 132 RONKONKOMA AVENUE · LAKE RONKONKOMA, NEW YORK 11779
FREE PLANNING TOOL KIT. OF COURSE, THERE IS NO COST OR OBLIGATION.
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Comsewogue High School

You DID IT!

Alyssa Marie Acconi
Hedison D. Acosta
Joselyn Acosta Pena
Burcu Ak
Hakan Akyuz
Giovanni Alfonso Aliperti
Cassandra L. Alix
Jake T. Alleluia
Dale Allison
Jesly Amaya Hernandez
Skylar R. Anderson
Norma Del Carmen Andrade
Jackeline Antelo
Nicholas John Antulov
Destany Shaneen Apple
Brayden C. Arias
Katherine Arias Rodriguez
Giulian C. Arlotta
Kenneth J. Arroyo
Meghan Kelly Auld
Christian J. Avignone
Moiz Baig
Jack L. Banigan
Emoni M. Barrett
Aidan M. Bayer
Geovany A. Benavidez
Villatoro
Robert B. Benson
Brandon N. Bermingham
Gianna M. Besser
Christopher T. Beverly
Quintin J. Bonpietro
Elpida Botonakis
Griffin David Braun
Brenda G. Brenes Contreras
Kyle Buck
Christian A. Burwell
Ryan P. Button
Alyiah Cabrera Genao
Giovanna Calafiore
Elliana Campagna
Noah J. Campbell
Marlon Fabricio Campio
Velasquez
Riley M. Candreva
Michael A. Canudas
Samantha Jayne Cardarelli
Gianna Maria Carpino
Logan W. Carroll
Macy Ann Carter
Carlos Castillo Perez
Soñia Angelina Castro
Robert Anthony Catalano
Michael J. Cecere
Gavin Orlando Cepeda
Mia Nevaeh Cepeda
Laurel Ann Chiaino
Ryan D. Coffman
Madison A. Cole
Samuel J. Cordova
Frank Corona, Jr.
Megan Corso
James William Couto
Timothy D. Crabbe
Jason A. Cruz
Christian J. Cubano
Vincent Robert Cutiafa
Nicholas Anthony D’ Alessio
Samantha Paige Danielsien
Kyle Quinn Danowski
Jamie Elizabeth Deegan
Terrance R. Degnan
Ethan T. DeHayes
Albeyzi Delgado
Gabriella M. Dembek
Isabella Devargas
Nelson R. Diaz
Soñia R. Diaz
Julian J. Dicecco
Gianna M. DiDomenico
Olivia R. DiDomenico
Sophia Lee DiDomenico
Julie A. Dorgan
Matthew D. Duran, Jr.
William N. Dvonar
Hannah Briel Ellis
Matthew F. Elvington
Jose Espinal Gomez
Aleides D. Euceda Vasquez
Shamir Faisal
Brian D. Feldman
Anthony E. Fernandez
Justin A. Fernandez
Joao Henrique Silva Ferreira
Jordan C. Fields
Kimberly J. Flores
Emeli Flores Vega
Alex D. Forte
Evan D. Forte
Isabella Fragapane
Lauren Reese Freudenberg
Alex A. Galindo Gutierrez
Joseph M. Garcia
Erick J. Garcia Reyes
Lohani M. Garcia Vasquez
Harlie Paige Gilliberti
Soñia Giraldo Oliveros
Keidy Gonzalez
Nicole A. Gonzalez
Tylor M. Graham
Hamilton J. Granger
William Joseph Graziano
Damien Gregorio
Nicholas Michael Grosso
Analyse Grullon
Jose M. Guzman Reyes
Katelyn A. Gyasi
Ronald Gavin Hardy
Courtney Leigh Harrington
Alexander J. Harvey
Nada Hassan
Kayla N. Haufler
Samanthas B. Hawkins
Steven Henriquez
Hector A. Hernandez
Yancarlos Hernandez
Zach Hernandez
Johana Cecilia
Hernandez Andrade
Edwin Alexander
Hernandez Man
Anabel Hernandez Ramirez
Jordyn Taylor Hesselbarth
Hemi K. Hoffman
Tyler J. Hrostowski
Thomas P. Hueber
Hasan Inan
Victoria I. Ines
Preston B. Ippolito
Tylese Isma
Shamal Jahan
Arthur J. Jenkins
Conor Patrick Johansen
Estela Juan Cabrera
Alexa A. Kallmeyer
Elanaz Esma Karaaarslan
Anthony H. Kirk
Daniel Kitt
Hannah E. Kitt
Ian J. Knight
Alexander P. Kosak
Isabella J. Kuhlow
Julianna Catherine Ladani
Taylor Elizabeth Ladani
Julianna Rose Lanze
Jacob P. Lapolla
Mackenzie Lynne Lederer
Ashley A. LoBello
Ariana Marie Lupo
Alexi K. Lucky
Julia Lynce
Ryan J. Macomber
Madison Maida
Myktya Maksymov
Grace E. Mancini
Marvello Mancini
Anthony Manetta
Julianna Brett Manteiga
Kimberly Jenell Marino
Olivia Paige Marmol
Jeremys Martinez Viera
Luis Omar Martinez Viera
Benjamin J. Mascolo
Kyle Matuszek
Carson L. McCaffrey
Katie Meghan McCormick
Dylan J. Cummeskey
Tyler James McGill
Thomas A. McGuire
Malay Mehta
Adam M. Mello
Delmer Alejandro Mendoza
Lara
Julia Menno
Ryan Meyers
Julian R. Meyers-Mathias
Maev Micheline
Gianna N. Milofsky
Timothy J. Monahan
Brian A. Moore
Love Our 2024 Grads!
COMSEWOGUE HIGH SCHOOL

“\textit{A mind is like a parachute. It doesn't work if it is not open.}”
\textit{~Frank Zappa}
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Earl L. Vandermeulen High School

Love Our 2024 Grads!
Earl L. Vandermeulen High School

Congratulations!
YOU DID IT
“There is nothing wrong with making mistakes and not having all the answers, so long as we are willing to admit this and strive for personal betterment. Those who think they know it all have no way of finding out that they don’t.”
~ Leo Buscaglia

Port Jefferson Rotary Scholarships

Four students from three high schools – Comsewogue, Mt. Sinai and Port Jefferson – each received a $1,000 scholarship from the Port Jefferson Rotary Club:

**Comsewogue H.S.**
Hamilton Granger
Academic Excellence

**Mt. Sinai H.S.**
Alexander Polyansky
Academic Excellence

**Port Jefferson H.S.**
Hanna Simunek - Academic Excellence
Kiersten Parmigiani - Academic Excellence and Community Service

Each of the students above excelled in academic excellence and/or community service. The members of the Port Jefferson Rotary wish each of these students well in their future endeavors.

For all of the students graduating this school year 2024, we hope you will acquire the leadership skills necessary to anticipate and manage the difficulties our world will face ahead.
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Harborfields High School

Celebrating Our Graduates
Congratulations & best wishes!
Love Our 2024 Grads!

HUNTINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

Adriana Abbiatiello
Layna Abraham
Gabriel Abreu
Genevieve Acevedo
Sonia Acevedo Ortiz
Kaylor Adams
Milo Afridi
Mayra Aguilar Rivera
Diego Aguilar Rodriguez
Luis Alay Jaco
Harris Alba
Dillanger Albert
Jennifer Alfaro Maldonado
Limber Alfaro Rivera
Cristian Alfaro-Bueso
Francisco Alfaro-Ramirez
Cindy Alvarez
Clemente (Risa) Alvarez
Fredy Alvarez-Lawrence
Justin Alvarez-Moreira
Angie Amador Martinez
Matthew Ambrozy
Michael Ambrozy
Jake Amend
Caterin Andrade
Yenniseth Aparicio Cruz
Margarita Araujo-Yanes
Alish Arena
Jonathan Argueta-Marquez
Jordan Argueta-Guzman
Brayhan Arias Bonilla
Brandy Arias-Flores
Maikol Arreaga
Melvin Avellar-Romero
Lesly Avila Baez
Brianna Avila Portillo
Helen Ayala Castro
Harrison Baliber
Lilebeth Banegas-Barahona
Kathryn Barba
Emma Bellows
Renata Beltran Soto
Kayleigh Bender
Fredis Benitez Reyes
William Berry
Isamar Bonilla
Jose Bonilla Flores
Thomas Breiguen
Talaiferro Brezill Jr.
Jose Cabrera-Zelaya Jr.
Jane Callery
Edgar Canales
Cain Carney
Anny Carrillo-Polanco
Carmine Carusone
Max Casiano
Andrew Castillo
Axel Castillo Martos
Anthony Cataldo
Sergenico Cerome
Christian Chabal-Leon
Dennis Chavez Caceres
Jeiry Chavez Merlos
Victor Chavez-Diaz
Joanna (Jo) Chavez-Hernandez
Stephanie Chavez-Menjivar
Orlando Chinchilla
Veronica Comocan
Jayson Colato
Jacqueline Contreras Morales
Stephanie Contreras-Garci
William Coreas-Interiano
Zaid Correal
Keira Coulter
Gerard Cruz-Jandres
Harry Cuadra
Raymond Cumella
Ashton Davies
Jayden Davis
Ranitah Davis
Rylee Davis
Lucas DeDora
Cristian Delgado
Juliana Dentico
Lea DeVoe
Mania Diaz Gonzalez
Erick Diaz Vasquez
Jonnatan Diaz-Campos
Dianna Diaz-Portillo
Casey DiGiosa
David Astar Dorilus Dax
Maximus Downey
Manuel Duenas Montoya
Benjamín Edgar-McNerney
Tea Edwards
Jasper Elgart
Deanna Elvir
Jesly Erazo Turcios
Joselin Escobar-Morales
Katherine Estrada-Morales
Emersen Evans
Johan Fajardo Hernandez
Anna Famiglietti
Jayden Feliciano
Wendy Fernandez
Cruz Flores-Andrade
Danna Flores-Guillem
Daniella Flores-Ramirez
Keylis Flores-Velasquez
Landry Flynn
Tommy Fonseca-Lopez
Jahmar Francis
Mirian Franco Ortega
Josiah Freeman
Lily Froggatt Bale
Brandon Fucci
Daniel Furnes
Kimberly Gaitan-Garcia
Christopher Galvez Jerez
Lars Galvin
Andrew Ganley
Emerson Garay Araujo
Cristian Garay-Dominguez
Carla Garcia
Natalie Garcia Alfaro
Aidan Geller
Rob-Myrna Geneus
John Genova
Thomas Girimonti
David Giron-Morejon
Tyler Godin
Ethan Goleski
Anthony Gomez
Izabella Gomez
Olivia (Lyo) Gonzalez
Keyla Gonzalez Gutierrez
Charlotte Gordon
Christopher Granados Alfar
Kimberly Granados Moreira
Jonathan Granito
Jazmyne Greene
Christopher Grover
Dante Grullon
Fernanda Guardado
Hernandez
Emily Guardado-Valle
Stacy Guevara
Lester Guevara Fajardo
Jackeline Guevara-Medina
Stephanie Guillen-Flores
Jacqueline Gutierrez
Carlos Gutierrez Castro
Christian Guzman
Kaedon Halbeisen
Alisha Harvey
Dylan Hayden
Julia Henderson
Natalia Hernandez
Nathalia Hernandez
Cristel Hernandez Reyes
Luc Hernandez-Galdamez
Angelica Hernandez-Martinez
Jeymi Hernandez-Nunez
Yuliana Hernandez-Perla
Jayden Hoff Isabel
Abigail Hopson
Brian Hrybenko
Chloe Hunt
Christian Idrissa
Frank Ilopolo Jr.
Hernan Iraheta-Aguilar
Ariana James
Valerie Jarama
Anthony Jimenez Avila
Letzy Jimenez Dominguez
Sanja Jones
Jada Joseph
Marley Joseph
Sophia Kaloudis
Ellie Kaufman
Declan Kehoe
Patrick Knieferm
Talia Koas
Samantha Koeple
Jessica Kuom
Riley LaCosta
Sophie Lange
Justin Lardizzone
Donna Lazo-Cuchels
Rachel Learned
Matthew Levine
Megan Lewis
Luis Linares-Avelar
Taina Linares-Mendez
Hilel Linker
Shaina Linker
Michael Liotta
Bryan Lizama
Erick Loeea Mendoza
Milton Lorenzo Najera
Nikolai Lulewich
Jessica Maixner
Andrea Mani-Munoz
Damaris Mani-Munoz
Mary Marinello
Jannel Marroquin
Edwin Marroquin Chavez
Franklin Marroquin Contreras
Odalis Mata-Lazo
Tina McGee
Samantha (Sam) McGloin
Caroline McGrory
Daniel McNulty
Ruby Meidenman
Brayan Mejia
Jordan Mendoza-Virula
Emelyn Merida Cifuentes
Daniela Merlos-Campos
Kei Shan Miller
Lillyanna Miranda
Lily Mitek
Jeanette Molina
Yessen Molina Arevalo
Fabiola Molina Rivera
Jayden Moore
Nelson Moreno-Garcia
Jordan Mori
Jack Morraele
Nicholas Morris
Kayla Murillo
Kevin Murillo-Cordon
Riley Murtagh
Sam Nicotta
David Nielsen Goldstein
Christian Normoyle
Emily Nunez-Ulloa
Franklin Ochoa Granados
Ella O’Heir
Jessica Oliva
Aliber Oliva Gomez
Michelle Oliva-Hernandez
Zidane Ollivierre
Anderson Ortiz Quintanilla
Neuridia Osias
Franklin Pacheco Arce
Edward Palma
Keiry Palma
Kimberly Panameno
Jordana Paniccia
Axel Parker
Brooke Parks
Jillian Pascucci
Jocelyn Perdomo-Gudiel
Emilie Perez Gonzalez
Navardo Petro-Young
Kiara Poellnitz
Olivia Polinsky
Eliana (Moon) Pordes
Ashley (Saige) Portillo
Steven Portillo-Yanes
Alyana Powell
Jeffrey Quintanilla
Cristian Quintanilla
Manzanares
Ginio Quintanilla-Ulloa
Odalis Quintero Valencia
Sebastian Ramirez
Bricia Ramirez Chavez
Madelyn Ramirez-Martinez
Marecillo Ramos Tunque
Jehu Ramsay
Jorge Reyes
Gustavo Reyes Ochoa
Reese Rinaldi
Yovanni Rivera
Manuel Rodas Guevara
Alexis Rodriguez
Jaxhllel Rodriguez
Nataly (Quinn) Rodriguez
Roberto Rodriguez Bolanos
Brian Rodriguez Dilone
Litzy Rodriguez Murillo
Alexis Rodriguez Ramirez
Jeffry Rodriguez-Moreira
Dominic Roldan
Adriana Romero
Chelsea Romero
Minda Romero Espinoa
Jonathan Romero-Benitez
Krisanny Rondon
Nicholas Rosan
Jordan Ross
Jack Ruthkowski
Estefany Salamanca
Dayana Salamanca-Perdomo
Dante Salgado
Brandon Sanchez Jimenez
Kaitlyn Sansviero
Brayan Santos-Mendez
Nicholas Sapolsky
Naieldyn Sarcono Gudiel
Jake Schmitt
Nicholas Schalini
Cian Scott
Marylin Segovia-Ticas
Jack Semelsberger
Daniela Seren-Contreras
Michael Sgrizzi
Edna Shocochic Perez
Raleigh Shuck
August 4, 2020
Hurricane Isaias: No power for over 450,000 PSEG customers. 108,000 still out 6 days later. SOURCE: News12 Online

Hurricane Season is here!

Never be without power again!
The best time to buy your stand by generator is when you don’t need it.

Congratulations to the Class of 2024
August 4, 2020

Generac Automatic Standby Generator

- Flex Financing
- Permits & Filing
- Certified Factory Trained Installers
- Full Product Support
- Warranties & Service
- Installation & Repair
- Family Owned & Operated

Ask about our FREE 10 YEAR Parts & Labor Warranty

Generac
GENREADY Inc.
Be Smart... Be Prepared... Be GenReady.
AUTHORIZED DEALER

128 Pulaski Road, Kings Park, N.Y. 11754
(631) 818-2146
www.GetGenReady.com • office@GetGenReady.com • Licensed and Insured

*WITH THIS AD ONLY. TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY. CALL FOR DETAILS.

NASSAU LICENSE #H010700000
SUFFOLK LICENSE #2740-ME

0% Financing Available*
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Elwood-John H. Glenn High School

Mohammed Aamirullah
Jayden Samantha Abisror
Chase Avery Abrams
Nina Abrenica
Gianna Kaitlin Alarcon
Julie Marie Aldasoro
Sasha Amico
Alicia Lee Ancewicz
Ryan Andersen
Khaleif Anthony
Mark Anthony Antoniak
Joseph Bradford Bahr
Jenna Ban
Christian Beach
Anthony Arnold Bell
Zachary Berger
Colin Patrick Bible
Taisha Flore Blaise
Anthony Borja
Mairead Camas
Nadine Carlson
Janine Carlson
Aiden Chavez
Samuel P. Cherry
Sara Rose Citrin
Elizabeth Alexandra Clarke
Madison Leigh Clemens
Sarah Collins
Gabrielle Collins
Hunter Columbo
William Conlon
Andrew C. Conover
Gianna Cook
Shannon Cooper
Santz Christopher Cyprien
Shay Patrick Daly
Hannah Zenobia Davison
Logan Demianczyk
Madeline Director
Gino Vincent DiRico
John Dunn
Alexandra Durham
Briana Michelle Ebbinger
Daniel J. Elling
Sean Michael Faraci
Paul Febbraro
Caroline Mae Flore
Christopher Flores
Caitlin Fox
Mary Janet Fratarcangeli
James Froh
Trinity Esther Garcia
Alex Garcia-Jimenez
Jaylah Garrod
Gabriella Rose Geddes
Grace Goetz
Dillon J. Goralski
Matthew Nicholas Greer
Glenda Lizeth Guardado
Alvarado
Sebastian Antonio Guevara
Skyler Hancock
Aidan T. Hanratty
Merlin Hernandez Castillo
Darius Hibbert
Jah'mier Jeffrey Hodge
Grayson James Gerard
Hopkins
Brooke Ann Hughes
Jessica Hunt
Charlotte Huntley
Jarel A. Jacone
Troy Jerideau
Dahlia Jhaveiri
Denissia Jordan
Dimitrios Kaldoudis
Dylan Kang
Madelyn Bella Katzman
Satinder Kaur
Peter Matthew Kenney
Erin Theresa Kenny
Lilli Anna Kern
Noah Yang Joon Kim
Brett Klecza
Sienna Koerner
Lauren LaMena
Domenick Robert Lanzi
Molly Lavitt
Avi Leitner
Connor Lennon
Emil Licona Gonzales
Sydney Morgan Linsalata
Alexa Loaiiza
Abdur-Rehman Malhi
Kainaat Rasul Malhi
Amanda Marie Malzone
Cameron Tyler Mandelbaum
Natalia Rose Mata
Finley B. McCloskey
Meghan Niamh McGowan
Jasai Emir McKay
Nariah Menezes
Kate Meyer
William J. Miller
Emily Nicole Minoff
Andrew Moreno
Spencer Morgan
Nicholas Mourelatos
Caroline Grace Mullman
Ashley Marie Munch
Francesco Gennaro Musi
Julia Myrth
Brianna Hailey Navon
Carly Victoria Nichols
Zoe Pando
Cameron A. Patarino
Audrey Mae Paterniani
Grace Paterniani
Matthew Richard Pepper
Addison Perinchief
Logan J. Piacentini
Mikayla Piersa
Julia Pincott
Samantha Marie Pincott
Katherine Pineda
Kendall Plankl
Joseph Pontieri
Isobel Ava Rees
Kimberly Reyes
Nicole A. Rickus
Sabrina Rivera
Nicole Sarah Robin
Michael D. Roch
Benjamin Ross
Cameron Rossi
Michael Sainte-Croix
Christopher Andrew Sanelli
Gabriella Saravia
Hunter William Schlenker
Harrison Charles Schlenker
Nicholas Charles Siegler
Jack Christopher Sikes
Jake Travis Simes
Jack H. Smith
Jazmin Solorzano-Sandoval
Angelina Hwa Young Song
Hannah Shelby Spiegel
Brody D. Squires
Anna Marie Stavros
Chloe S. Suskin
Joab Tala
Andrew S. Tartaglia
Ryan Michael Taylor
Nicholas Theologitis
James Philip Tragalia
Emma Grace Truncale
Luke John Umstetter
Jared Aldahir Vasquez
Eder Veliz
Louis Giovanni Viteritti
John Anthony Vivona
Jesse Walsh
Nicole H. Wang
Stephen Mark Wasylenko Jr.
Mattias Weber
Skylar Morgan Weinerman
Chelsea Josette Williams
David John Xuereb
Maryam Yassir
Abdullah Yassir
Christopher Alexis Ypac
Danielle Zubransky
Dua E. Zahr
Imran Rauf Zaman
Samantha Nicole Zeis
Michael C. Ziminski

"Trust your gut, keep throwing darts at the dartboard. Don’t listen to the critics – and you will figure it out.”

~Will Ferrell
Congratulations To The Class Of 2024!

M.A. Connell FUNERAL HOME INC
Where Caring is a Family Tradition

Personalized services arranged for all faiths
We specialize in preplanning and cremation
SERVING OUR COMMUNITY FOR OVER 100 YEARS

www.MACconnellFuneralHome.com
934 New York Avenue, Huntington Station NY 11746 | Phone: 631-427-1123
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Kings Park High School

Ryan Brauer
Kings Park High School

Brennan Brown
Kings Park High School

Frank Capaccio
Kings Park High School

Gianni Caratozzolo
Kings Park High School

Jackson Cobb
Kings Park High School

Alexander Cortez
Kings Park High School

Luca DelCore
Kings Park High School

John Flynn
Kings Park High School

Nicholas Goldstein
Kings Park High School

Brandon Hauk
Kings Park High School

Marcella Inzerillo
Kings Park High School

Thomas Krayewski
Kings Park High School

Mitchell Landau
Kings Park High School

Christina Lynch
Kings Park High School

Thomas Matonti
Kings Park High School

Ryan McCourt
Kings Park High School

Owen Murphy
Kings Park High School

Sam Myung
Kings Park High School

Brendan O’Leary
Kings Park High School

Declan O’Melia
Kings Park High School

Alex Panetta
Kings Park High School

Louis Polo
Kings Park High School

Sean Richardson
Kings Park High School

Max Romer
Kings Park High School

Mikayla Terrana
Kings Park High School

Kyle Weeks
Kings Park High School

Madison Wolf
Kings Park High School

Peyton Wozniak
Kings Park High School

Congratulations!
You Did It
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Kings Park High School

“Abrace your uniqueness for it is what makes you truly beautiful.”
-Dove Cameron
Don’t Use Toxic Tap Water, Enjoy Healthier, Safer Water for You and Your Family!

What’s in your water?

If you have ever noticed your water:
• making your skin dry
• leaving spots on your dishes
• appearing cloudy
• tasting bad
then it is time to learn more about your water.

Remove Harmful Chemicals and Impurities

Request a FREE water consultation and quote

Call us now to schedule free water test 1(631) 615 0303
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Miller Place High School

Chris Barton
Miller Place High School

Jasmine Camilleri
Miller Place High School

Dante Campanella
Miller Place High School

Sam Cangelosi
Miller Place High School

Molly Caufield
Miller Place High School

Bernard Creeden
Miller Place High School

Joseph Dennis
Miller Place High School

Gabriella Flammia
Miller Place High School

Grace Flammia
Miller Place High School

Liam George
Miller Place High School

Jessica Germano
Miller Place High School

Emma Greguski
Miller Place High School

Sophia Ingenito
Miller Place High School

Shane Lomascolo
Miller Place High School

Aidan Maloney
Miller Place High School

Liam Martin
Miller Place High School

Brianna McIntee
Miller Place High School

Jacob Miller
Miller Place High School

Anthony Morano
Miller Place High School

Scott Newman
Miller Place High School

Nicholas Southworth
Miller Place High School

CONGRATULATIONS!

“It takes courage to grow up and become who you really are.”
~ E.E. Cummings
Congratulations!
To All the 2024 Graduates
From
Times Beacon Record News Media
You’re the Best!!!

Congratulations, graduates!
Your hard work has paid off. Best
wishes for your bright future ahead!

Councilmember
Jonathan Kornreich
District 1

Councilwoman
Jane Bonner
District 2
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Miller Place High School

“\[\text{I am here to tell you that whatever you think your dream is now, it will probably change. And that's okay.}\]
\>
\text{~ Conan O’Brien}
SUBSCRIBE TO TBR NEWS MEDIA - YOUR CONNECTION TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY!
STAY INFORMED, STAY CONNECTED!

WHY CHOOSE TBR NEWS MEDIA?

- Hyper-local Coverage: We bring you the news that directly impacts your daily life. From local government updates to school events, we’ve got you covered.
- In-depth Features: Dive into compelling features that highlight the unique people, places, and businesses that make our community thrive.
- Exclusive Interviews: Hear from community leaders, artists, and visionaries shaping the future of our area.
- Events Calendar: Stay in the loop with our comprehensive calendar of local events, ensuring you never miss a moment of fun and engagement.
- Support Independent Journalism: By subscribing, you’re supporting unbiased reporting and storytelling that serves you, the community.
- Easy Digital Access: Enjoy TBRNewsMedia.com on your preferred device, wherever you go. Stay updated 24/7 with our user-friendly digital platform.
- Save time, energy and gas driving to the sold-out newsstand.
- Join us in celebrating the spirit of our local community. Subscribe today and be a part of something bigger!

To subscribe with a

ONE YEAR - $79, 2 YEAR - $139 OR 3 - YEAR $179

subscription to your local newspaper or learn more, visit our website at www.tbrnewsmedia.com/subscribe or call us at 631-751-7744.

WAY TO GO GRADUATES!

Best Wishes to the Class of 2024
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Mount Sinai High School

Sarah Afzali
Ava Lynn Archila
Thomas B. Arrington
Samara Lou Augi
Jess Joe Augustine
Ashley Autino
Taylor A. Axelband
Amina Bajwa
Enzo Nicola Barranca
Mia N. Batista
Alessandro G. Bejines
Alexa L. Bolen
Kassia E. Bono
Demetrios Boutis
John M. Bracken
Luke M. Bracken
Alyssa Kristine Bradley
Grace E. Cafarella
Ege Deniz Caglar
Ryan Vincent Campbell
Kayli R. Carannante
Hailey G. Carrera
Nicholas A. Carretta
Nate Conrad Castro
Jake S. Celaruro
Camryn Anne Chamberlain
Devin Christian Champagne
Andrew P. Chandrika
Peyton L. Choma
Kyle T. Clark
Hannah P. Cohen
Jack Colantuono
Manuel E. Colmenares
Monzon
Alexandra Grace Coricone
Laila Marcella Cuocco
Johnny W. Cuomo
Anthony T. Del Gando
James D. DePrete
Amanda M. Deveney
Alyssa Marie DeVito
Jacqueline F. DiGerolamo
Catherine Dimitratos
Peter Richard Dykeman
Heather Rose Ebbecke
Sofia Josephine Edlund
Anthony J. Faby
Brayden R. Fahrbach
Hadiyah Faraz
Mark William Fazio
Anna M. Fedotov
Jake R. Figueiredo
Chloe M. Foley
Makayla Grace Freitag
Avi V. Furbush
Jake S. Furrer
Sebastian Richard Gaete
Alessandro Edgar Gallegos
Jean Marco Garin
Avi M. Giuffrida
Eric Gonzalez
John V. Graziano
Alexa J. Grecco
Julian Gunnell
Essence N.C. Haynie Davis
Alexa L. Halley
Jayden D. Hannon
Ava Heaton
Katelyn Nicole Holiday
Alyssa M Jaggersmann
John E. Jongeboed
Madeline A. Kaplan
Aleya Reyzan Karaslan
Jack W. Kelly
Nikolai A. Kharabazhdu
Mila Klaric
Sean Kenneth Kling
Samuel Kopcienski
Lucas Pierre Laforge
Christian J. Lambert
Thomas Ryan LaRusso
Sophia F. LaStella
Sari P. Lavieri
Daniel L. Lee
Dominick Raymond Licata
Sofia M. Lo Russo
Dominic A. Ludwig
Isabella Rose Lynch
Alexa Marie Magioncalda
Michael A. Maire
Maxwell Joseph Mankuta
Kyle E. Manzo
Joseph P. McDermott
Patrick S. McWilliams
Sarah E. Merlo
James Christopher Millen
Sarah E. Mlyn
Zachary Nicholas Molomo
Vincent J. Mongiello
Nicolette Michele Muratore
Shealyn E. Nauronis
Makayla M Negus
Brett R. Oppenheim
Rehan Oza
Thanvika Satya Palukuri
Grace Ann Passantino
Aidan J. Passaro
Tyler James Pearson
Taylor Nicole Pedra
David B. Peregosky
Juan M. Perez
John Christopher Perrotta
Ashley M. Pignatello
Alexander Polansky
Sophia Jordan Portnoy
Roman A. Prinzo
Michael J. Pulio
Gabrielle O. Ramos
Jessica Therese Rappa
Justin Thomas Rasmussen
Jacob A. Regateiro
James R. Regateiro
Steven J. Reichling
Nicholas E. Reilly
Elyse Marie Reynolds
Jameson E. Riegel
Alessandro L. Rienecker
Michael Jude Romeo
Leah Kate Romero
Ryan Daniel Romero
Christopher James Rose
Jayda M. Rossi
Anna Charlotte Rossman
Tyler Roth
Abigail Sarah Ryan
Nicholas T. Salvati
Lily Mary Samuel
Ashley Sankey
Brianna Sankey
Evan Joseph Sausa
Jacob M. Schneider
Mark D. Schreiber
Anthony P. Serro
Stephanie R. Sheehan
Carli M. Sheiffle
Paige E. Sheiffle
Joseph R. Sirico
Caden M. Smith
Mia Sorrentino
Derek Spadaro
Juliana T. Spero
Aldin Srdanovic
Jack E. Steimle
Jayvien A. Stevens
William R. Stump
Noah David Vincent Sulpizio
Matthew A. Taylor
Wyatt E. Tegay
Jesus Enrique Urdaneta
Jackson R. Vertucci
Alessia D. Maffei
Nickyla I. Madugno
Rose Darlineca Louissaint
Lucadson L. Louissaint
Sinia A. Little
Christopher William Lifford
Angelique M. Liccione
Marcus Wayne Lewis
Rachel Elizabeth LaMotto
Julianna Marie Kruger
Amyra Khatoun
Umaymah Khan
Sultan H. Khan
Ali H. Khan
Ali Ahmed Khan
Sylvia Jane Keister
Alyssa M. Jonassen
Jonathan Jimenez
Amiya J. Jacobs
Carlos Yocel Islas Zamora
Tasmiah Islam
Logan Ty Hoenig
George F. Hionas
Matthew William Hesselbirg
Jeffry Nicholas Hernandez
Jose D. Hernandez Escobar
Tess Abigail Hairston
Kailie A. Guzman
Paul Michael Gutowski Jr.
Jason Alton Grofik
Perrino
Dominick Michael-Charles
Martha Perlman
Nicholas D. Perez
Miguel A. Perez Eusebio
Bricen N. Peinado
Nicholas E. Pacheco Vasquez
Iris Osei Boah
Ryan Thomas O’Connor
Juliana M. Negron
Amelia Rose Neber
Maha Naveed
Ashleigh A. Murray
Robert T. Murphy
Gia L. Munoz
Vincent A. Moscatelli
Lilly S. Moran
Mason Aiden Moore
Alyssa M. Monda
Kelly Nicole Monaco
Ullysese Nathaniel Mills
Isabella Marie Miller
Glenn Josef Miller
Lauren Rose Mika
Dimitri A. Mesidor
Jaelyn Neveah Mendez
Brandi N. McCarthy
Kaci Rebecca Matthews
Thadd Anthony DeGuzman
MichelAngelo Giovanni Pisapia
Frank David Tanzella
Joshua Raymond Sutton
Sean Andrew Sullivan
Edward R. Sullivan
Thomas A. Staufenberg
Emma Jean Solís
Danika Jaiden Smith
Michael Christian Sitler
Ashish Deep Singh
Lindsey Marie Sigault
Kaif Shaid
Xena O. Sanderson
Sara Saima
Matthew John Rothar Jr.
Paige Nicole Rossi
Jacob Tyler Roman
Daphne G. Rodriguez Leon
Christopher Russell Richardson
Leslie Reyes
Ashlee Nicole Reeves
Isaac Ramirez
Lawrence M. Raicovi
Kashmal Qadeer
Sara Vaughan Priola
Jayden M. Powers
Anthony Lawrence Portesy
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Newfield High School

Maryam Abdur Rasheed
Joshua Martin Abou Said
John C. Acosta
Daniel Jayden Adams
Kaiden C. Adlah
Gabrielle Lynn Agostino
Sharig Ahmad
Derek J. Aiello
Daniel I. Akpan
Alexander Warren Alberici
Anjali Alexis
Sophia Jaidyn Alpert
Adriana L. Ancona
Steven T. Anderson
Humayra Anzum
Nomaan Ashraf
Aimeen Ikraam Aslam
Heber Leonardo Avelar
Jhognesen Azemard
Sabrina Bagliavio
Gianmarco Banoni
Thomas Ernest Barone
Tiffani Barosa
Mya Paige Barry
Lucas Camacho Batista
Riya Manju Batta
Giovanna Bautista Oropeza
Jayden M. Benjamin
Kathlynn B. Bien Aime
Christian Barry Bischof
Joseph Edward Bisulca
Mauricio O. Bonilla Yanes
Jaden Peter Bowers
Casey Ryan Bracken
Mariah Brand
Kevin John Bridgelal II
Kayelee Lynn Bridgwood
Emily Mary Brooks
Kevin Francis Brown Jr.
Kheyahnah A. Brown
Santiago Burgos Londono
Anna G. Burgos
Danielle Rose Burns
Faith Anne Burns
Robert Michael Bush
Alexis Nicole Byrnes
Justin Joseph Byrnes
Brianna Lynn Carlson
Olivia J. Carricato
Julian S. Cartagena
Martim M. Carvalho
Savannah Lee Castelli
Angel B. Castellon
Gianna Ixzel Castillo
Sarah Lyn Cavallo
Jessica Wray Center
Marc Anthony Cepeda
Joie Chen
Ivon Chias
Cody James Clackett
Aliyah E. Clark
Adriana Rachelle Clarios
Davin James Clinton
Hailey Jade Cohen
Robert A. Colatosti Lichtman
Victoria Rose Coletti
Derek E. Coll II
Thomas Robert Corcoran
Patrick R. Cordova
Ronnie E. Cordova
Daniela Coreas
Teresa Lynn Cotty
Cheyanne A. Crosbie
Jaiden P. Cruz
Sophia Cyrise
Veronica Rose Dalba Hartman
Richard Warren D’Andrea
Christopher Jason Datiz
Maria Fernanda Canedo DeAssis
Savanah M. DeBarros
Isaia Rafael DeLaCruz
Nicholas Daniel DeRosalia
Anthony DeSantis
Aminata Diarra
Anthony J. Dias
Allison S. Diaz Escober
Ashley Diaz
Tyler John Diaz
Christopher M. Dicken
María Francesca DiMartino
Phenisia Arbas Dulnau
Chetachi J. Ebubuziem
Muhammad Aneeq Ejaz
Muhammad Sameer Ejaz
Brian T. Elberfeld
Noran A. Elmarabie
Safi U. Elmirabie
Nicole R. Fernandez Orozco
Chris J. Ferrera
Destiny Marie Figuerreta
Amelia Patricia Fillangere
Shelda Fils Aime
Riley Paige Firenze
Anibal M. Fitch
Daisy J. Flores
Joseph P. Fox
Joseph W. Fraelim
Lauryn J. Franco
Adrianna Rose Francesse
Madison Rae Frechen
Zaheria A. Frederick
J.C. Gamble
Andy Garcia Valdez
Josue G. Garcia
Katherine S. Garcia
Joshua T. Gedeon
Nikolas Georgatos
Sarah Gehrardt
Destiny A. Gerald
Samantha Gloria Gibbs
Rebekah S. Giglio
Bianca Gi Gil Campos
Corey Alfred Giles
Madison C. Giove
Savannah R. Green
Cayla E. Gregg
Jason Alton Grofik
Kate Lia Groshans
Paul Michael Gutowski Jr.
Kallie A. Guzman
Tess Abigail Hairson
Ibrahim Mohamed Hanif
Paris M. Harricharan
Joseph Thomas Heck
Jose D. Hernandez Escobar
Jeffry Nicholas Hernandez
Matthew William Hesselburg
Parker Peter Hewitt
Anisio S. Hill
George F. Hionas
Zach M. Hitter
Logan T. Hoenig
Deborah Ann Hughes
Bianca G. Hill
Tasmia Islam
Carlos Yocel Islas Zamora
Amiya J. Jacobs
Jonathan Jimenez
Alyssa M. Jonasson
Devon Christian Justesen
Veronika Karpio
James Michael Keenan
Sylvia Jane Keister
Affan Azhar Khan
Ali Ahmed Khan
Ali H. Khan
Armina Khan
Rayan M. Khan
Sultan H. Khan
Umamah Khan
Amyra Khatoun
Michael Kierskowska
Marcin D. Kmiciec Jr.
Juliana Marie Kruger
Tarkan Justin Kurtoglu
Rachel Elizabeth LaMotto
Jake Raymond Laxon
Leah Grace LeVine
Joseph S. Levinson
Marcus Wayne Lewis
Angelique M. Liccione
Christopher William Liford
Thomas Demitrius Lindlau
Sinia A. Little
Ashley Rose Lohan
Issaquah Lopes Costa
Cayla Amelee Louis
Lucasdon L. Louiseau
Rose Darlineca Louiseau
Lucas Michael Lundby
Payton Marie Lundby
Danica Katheranne Lyktye
Kevin C. MacDonald
Nickyly P. Madugno
Alessia D. Maffe
James Matthew Maltese
Angelina Carmela Manzolillo
Nicholas Paul Maringo
Kelvin D. Marquez Molina
Ava Michelle Martinez
Kaci Rebecca Matthews
Brandi N. McCarthy
Joseph Kenneth McElroy
Ashley A. Melendez
Jaelyn Neveah Mendez
Ariana Chlöe Menezes
Dimitri A. Mesidor
Lauren Rose Mika
Glenn Joseph Miller
Isabella Marie Miller
Ullysese Nathanials Mills
Alyssa Lucey Mintz
Dayana Molina Vasquez
Gianna R. Molina
Kelly Nicole Monroe
Alyssa M. Monda
Mason Aiden Moore
Gabriela A. Morales Hernandez
Lilly S. Moran
Natalia Morano
Vincent A. Moscatelli
Paul Mule
Gia L. Munoz
Robert T. Murphy
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Ashleigh A. Murray
Chalaylee G. Myers
Gina Nicole Nappi
Abbas Ali Naqvi
Maha Naveed
Amelia Rose Neber
Natalie M. Negron
Mark Nessim
Thomas Nguyen
Aliana Rosa Nunez
Elizabeth Nunez
Ashley Payton O’Connell
Ryan Thomas O’Connor
Myles A. Opare
Iris Osei Boah
Nicholas E. Paceco Vasquez
Carisana P. Paceco
Kiara L. Paceco
Jaidyn Elizabeth Pagano
Bryan R. Palacios
Melissa Lynne Parisi
Brinchen P. Peinado
Christopher J. Peralta
Lina Janet Pereyda
Maria Fernanda Perez Canedo
Miguel A. Perez Eusebio
Nicholas D. Perez
Martha Perlman
Ima M. Perretta
Dominick Michael-Charles
Perrino
Jenna Patricia Peterson
Kenny D. Petit Frere
Salvatrice Grazia Piccolo
Matthew Evan Piringer
MichelAngelo Giovanni Pisapia
Jeremy Carlo Pisciotti
Thadd Anthony DeGuzman
Pomarajos
Anthony Lawrence Portesy
Jayden M. Powers
Sara Vaughan Priola
Kashmar Qadeer
Kwame K. Quarcoo
Misa Radovic
Lawrence M. Raincoy
Matias L. Ramirez Romero
Isaac Ramirez
Luis A. Ramirez
Jasmine Elizabeth Recova
Ashlee Nicole Reeves
Raiyah A. Reid
Nicholas Ty Restrepo
Leslie Reyes
Emma Elizabeth Reynolds
Jasmine Isabell Ricchetti
Joshua Joseph Ricchetti
Christopher Russell Richardson
Anthony Christopher Rizzo
Nicholas Salvatore Rocco
Daphne G. Rodriguez Leon
Joseph S. Rodriguez
Leticia Rodriguez
Jacob Tyler Roman
Paige Nicole Rossi
Matthew John Roth Jr.
Saitha Roy
Robert A. Russo
Sara Saima
Nisa T. Sainstus
Caleb M. Salisbury
Xena O. Sanderson
Joseph Michael Santella Jr.
Michael William Schaefer
Jaidyn Marguerite Schuman
Kai Shaid
Rawan F. Sharhan
Umuz Z. Sheikh
Alexander Roy Shulder
Lindsey Marie Sigault
Matthew Thomas Silverman
Ashish Deep Singh
Jared Tyler Sitter
Michael Christian Sitler
Jason M. Smith Jr.
Christian M. Smith
Danika Jaiden Smith
Emma Jean Solis
Conner M. Sprague
Thomas A. Staufenberg
Alexis Michael Stokes
Edward R. Sullivan
Sean Andrew Sullivan
Joshua Raymond Sutton
Spencer Jozef Szivak
Frank David Tazzella
Ieva Tarasevicius
Congratulations to the Class of 2024

From the proud partners and printers of Times Beacon Record Newspapers

Please contact us if there’s anything we can do for you. We offer free consultation and a simple on-line quote request form.

Newspapers • Catalogs • Publications • Inserts

Trumbull Printing
205 Spring Hill Road
Trumbull, CT 06611
203-261-2548
www.trumbullprinting.com
YOU DID IT!

BUTTERCUP’S 2024 GRADS

COMSEWOGUE
GIANNA

NEWFIELD
CHRISTOPHER

THREE VILLAGE
BEN, ETHAN, RYAN

PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY
(Corner of Boyle Road & Old Town Road)
631–928–4607
buttercupdairy.com

We’re So Proud of You!
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Northport High School

Best of Wishes to the Class of 2024!

O’HARA & COMPANY C.P.A.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

631.403.4283
812 Hallock Ave. | Port Jefferson Station

631-686-5426
275 Lake Ave. | St. James

www.oharaea.com
Grace Fitzpatrick
Thomas Fitzpatrick
Timothy Fitzpatrick
Adam Flood
Emily Flood
Hailey Flood
Ruby Fontaine
Alexander Forbes
Jase Forman
Jason Forte
Steven Forte
Daniel Frazzitta
Wyatt Frederick
Christopher Holm
Maggie Hoffmann
Ethan Hoerning
Grace Higgins
Mason Hecht
Daniel Harris
Madeleine Gallagher
Peyton Gallagher
Ian Gallo
Alyssa Garver
Hayden Gardener
Robert Germani
Sophia Gilman
Logan Giuffre
Lucas Gold
Cody Goldner
Molly Gonzales
Diana Gonzalez-Garay
Brendan Gorman
Giacomo Greci
Justin Greenbaum
Tyler Gunn Mignano
Amanda Haley
Cody Hammer
Muhammad Hamza
Thomas Hardick
Madeleine Harnos
Daniel Harris
Mason Hecht
Grace Hedlund
Grace Higgins
Ethan Hoerning
Faith Hoerning
Maggie Hoffmann
Christopher Holm
Brendan Howard
Madison Howard
Tori Howard
Anna Huebsch
Julia Huxtable
Jamie Inzerillo
James Ioanidis
Jaelynn Irizarry
Robert Jaleshgar
Sarah Jaleshgar
Jenna Jasulavic
Victoria Jenkins
Eleanor Johnson
Kaitlyn Johnson
Alexa Kassan
Julia Keefe
Nolan Keegel
Elizabeth Kelly
William Kern
Brooke Kershaw
David Kessler
Kaitlyn Kiffer
Sean Kiffer
Samantha Kim
Mackenzie Kirinicz
Maximillian Klwiter
Emily Kluberdan
Anastasia Knudsen
Sebastian Ko
Brendan Kolenik
Wyatt Koran
Marie Kovacs
Maia Kramer
Jonathan Krauss
Peter Kucza
Amanda Kutzmna
Ella La Posta
Carter LaCorte
Vito LaRosa
Jacelie Lasso
Christina Lauro
Timothy Leon
Jack Lerner
Ashley Lo
Andrew Locke
Charles Loebber
Anthony Loiacono
Sienna Lombardo
Eduardo Lopez
Aidan Loughlin
Liam Lucano
Kyle Lucas
Matthew Lugo
Ruby Lustig
Charlotte Lynn
Natasha Magliocono
Nabeer Mahmod
Jaclyn Maichin
Jack Maish
Brenna Malerba
Emily Maloney
Mckenzie Maniscalco
Andrew Mannix
Grant Mantello
Andrew Marion
Matthew Marlow
Olivia Martin
Gialiana Masone
Madison Maxwell
Chloe Mayer
Liam McCarthy
Olivia Mcconnell
John McGrath
Timothy McLam
Brian McLaughlin
William Meyer
Nikolas Mielk
John Mohliman
Alex Molina
Andrew Monda
Christopher Monda
Carter Mooers
Scarlett Moran
Salvatore Morriello
William Morris
Meadow Moscarelli
Chasan Mulholland
Kayleen Mulry
Allison Murdock
Nikolas Napolitan
John Natal
Kalyee Neems
Anthony Negron
Thomas Nellis
Daniel Nertney
Skylar Neuf
Benjamin Nezha
Sophia Ng
Nicholas Nicastro
Adam Nickol
Benjamin Niehaus
Amaya Nieves
Idil Nuraydin
Zoey Nussbaum
Makenna O'Brien
Vincent O'Brien-Curcie
Jessica Ochoa
Brody O'Donohoe
Ava Olsen
Caitlin O'Malley
James O'Malley
Liam Ondrovic
Charlotte O'Neill
John Paolillo
Erik Park
Natalie Perusse
Charlotte Petronella
Robert Petruccely
Sarah Pierce
Ryan Pisano
Katherine Pitlick
Eva Pokowicz
Kennedy Radzul
Jacob Raefski
Jonas Raio
Henry Ramirez-Mendoza
Madison Rasizzi
Kelsey Reid
Brandon Resseque
Dana Restivo
James Reyes
Quinn Reynolds
Noah Rickman
Madeleine Rivera
Thomas Rivera
Roman Rizzo
Michael Robert
Olivia Robert
Isabella Rodriguez
Carter Roelofs
Samantha Roman
Axel Romero Leon
Maisy Roos
Louis Rose
Dylan Rosenfeld
Hunter Rumpel
James Russo
Austin Ruthkowski
Finlay Ryan
Liam Ryan
Cavan Sabino
Erika Saldin
Samantha Saldin
Lila Salerno
Patrick Sandvik
William Sangiradi
Daniella Santagata
Duke Sarnaturo
Colin Sawczyk
Travis Scandalis
Carter Schaerfer
Kyle Scheibe
Bennet Schmalenberg
Jessica Schmidt
Abigail Semple
Liam Sevey
Zainab Sheikh
Eric Siesener
Dahlia Sileo
Jonathan Smalling
Paige Snyder
Dylan Sofarelli
Vincent Soletti
Quinn Sorel
Kaden Sorelo
Robert Stabile
Connor Stratton
Jack Strebel
Sophia Suriano
Alexander Taule
Ty Templeton
Jaiani Tetta
William Thieke
Nicholas Thomas
Sean Tittel
Francis Tobin, III
Vincent Toran
Sarah Torres
Sophia Trizzino
Luke Tuthill
Antony Umanzor
Giancarlo Valentini
Carlos Valladares Paz
Derek Vassallo
Ameli Veintidos
Jayleen Vitrone
Peter Volpe
Carolyn Voorhees
Luc Wagner
Jack Waldhauer
Kaylee Walsh
Dakota Washington
Emma Watts
Tara Weiss
Gabrielle Weissman
Joseph Welsh
Quinn Wendel
Norah Wertheimer
Troy Wither
Luke Whalen
Emily Wickard
Grace Wickard
DylanWieczorek
Olivia Williamson
Sophia Winger
Timur Yigit
James Young
Jason Yuen
Lucas Munno-Yule
Alyia Zadrozny
Rumi Zaffer
Lacey Zaharis
Molly Zambri
Athar Zarikados
Nathan Zarko
While you are away at school, stay connected with your home-town news

The Pressroom Afterhour

Keeping it local with TBR

The TBR Podcast starts every Friday afternoon and can be heard throughout each following week

Join Us for the Latest in Local News.

Listen to The Pressroom Afterhour podcast on tbrnewsmedia.com or Spotify

Weekly Podcast Highlights:
Insightful discussions
Recap of the week’s top stories, including sports
Past sessions archived

Sponsored By:

Toast Coffee & Kitchen
Locations in Port Jefferson Sta., Patchogue, Bay Shore & Long Beach
toastcoffeehouse.com

Port Jefferson Ferry
888-44-FERRY
88844ferry.com

Conserve Water This Summer, Follow an Odd/Even Lawn Water Schedule
Suffolk County Water Authority
scwa.com/conservation

D.J.’s Clam Shack
Stony Brook
djsclamshack.com

TIMES BEACON RECORD NEWS MEDIA
185 Route 25A • PO BOX 707 Setauket, NY 11733
tbrnewsmedia.com 631.751.7744
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Northport High School

James Bratchie
Northport High School

Nicholas Butuc
Northport High School

Kaitlin Carlson
Northport High School

Emily Clark
Northport High School

Julia de Masi
Northport High School

Hannah Del Giudice
Northport High School

Emily Deutsch
Northport High School

Ryan Fernandez
Northport High School

Carlee Ferrara
Northport High School

Emma Fiore
Northport High School

Brendan Gorman
Northport High School

Justin Greenbaum
Northport High School

Faith Hoerning
Northport High School

Wyatt Koran
Northport High School

Jack Maisch
Northport High School

Brenna Malerba
Northport High School

William Morris
Northport High School

Sofia Ng
Northport High School

Adam Nicoll
Northport High School

Ben Niehaus
Northport High School

Jonas Schleerth Raio
Northport High School

Madison Rasizzi
Northport High School

Brandon Resseque
Northport High School

Isabella Rodriguez
Northport High School

Cavan Sabino
Northport High School

Duke Sarnataro
Northport High School

Abigail Semple
Northport High School

Ameli Veintodos
Northport High School

Molly Zambri
Northport High School

Nathan Zarko
Northport High School
DJ's Food Truck Now Booking

1007 Rt 25A
Stony Brook, NY 11790

- Fairs
- Festivals
- Weddings
- Birthdays
- Private Events
- Backyard Parties
- Corporate Events
- Retirement Parties

DJ'S CLAM SHACK
CALL 631.675-9669
DJSCLAMSHACKTRUCK.COM
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Love Our 2024 Grads!
Rocky Point High School

Michael Ryan Adkins
Ryan Matthew Alec
Jack Amalfitano
Ariana Lynn Amato
Matthew Thomas Charles
Armstrong
Andrew John Aschettino
Amalia Augustin
Madeleine Azzara
Rexmar John Sarona Baguinet
Aby Rose Barnett
Isabella Lilly Bauer
Mary Jacqueline Bazata
Maximillian James Blasko
Jonathon C. Bohlmam
Paige Elizabeth Bongiorno
Justin T. Bono
Haylee Jean Bové
Gabrielle Anne Breen
Luke Edward Brown
Christopher Ryan Callahan
Simone Jacqueline Carmody
Matthew Joseph Carroll
Claire Meghan Casper
Samantha Joyce Castellucci
Christopher Avilio Castro
Emily Sarah Cloud
Hayley Marie Colon
John Michael Concessi
Christopher Thomas Conforti
Liam Conlan
Priscilla Ashley Cooper
José Andres Cornejo
Nico Steven Cosidente
Jayden Luis Cruz
Christopher Michael Cusumano
Julieanna Elizabeth D’Amato
Juliana Mary Danisi
Ava Marie Dantuono
Megan Kathleen DePierro
Morgan Paige Dionne
Jacob Michael Dittrich
Ava Maria Donofrio
Aidan Joseph Donohue
Brody James Donohue
Evan J. Donovan
Jacob Andrew Donovan
Rhiannon Donovan
Thomas Joseph Douglass
Liam Patrick-Antonio Dueñas
Gabriella Paige Edis
Caleb Seth Eisenstein
Owen J. Escutia Olivera
Dafne C. Estrada Escobar
Sophia Marie Failla
Aidan M. Farina
Emelie Jade Fernandez
Jack G. Ferrie
Katelyn A. Fish
Joseph Dylan Flammia
Jack Scott Fredriksen
Samantha Marie Friello
Christopher Fusco
Zoe Lorraine Fyne
Angelina Christina Gandiosi
Ryan Anthony Gargiulo
Emily Rose Gebbia
Ella Grace Ann Gernhart
Lauren A. Giardelli
Paul Laurence Giarmoleo
Abigail Glennon
Matthew Grafer
Jeremy Patrick Graham
Madeleine Elizabeth Grattan
Tyler James Greene
Paul Eduardo Grirmard
Alex Joseph Grundmann
Nolan Dennis Guerin
Nicole Ashley Guevara
Allison Maeva Gunning
George James Gutierrez
Clay Hall
Andrew Joseph Hanulec
Jake Eric Haradon
Malasia Harris
Soña Elvetica Haviland
Madison Anne Healy
Connor James Hengel
Mackenzie Rose Hengel
Corey Lee Henry Jr.
Kevin Alexander Hernandez
Richard Michael Hilts
Stephen Joseph Hlatky
Jack Christopher Hopkins
Abby Rae Hughes
Skyler Jayden Hurley
Sean Angel Irizarry
Marissa Paige Keiser
Tyler William Kenny
Alexandria Olivia Kipp
Deirdre Marie Kirwan
Julia Elizabeth Kropowski
Paige Elizabeth Krilovitch
Justin Daniel Kunnecke
Claire Barbara Lacey
Dominic Allan LaMacchia
Grant Ryan Libonati
Sean Patrick Logue
Alexander Longo
Joseph Charles Longo
Daniela Guadalupe Lopez
William Omar Lopez
Shawn Vincent Loughran
Erin Christine Lynch
Anthony Joseph Mach
Emma Laura Maher
Ashly Grace Malandrino
Samantha Eileen Manning
Dezarae Sky Manzanares
Mia Rose Marmol
Sola Matsumoto
Evam James Matter
Ethan Otto Mattmuller
Parker Matzen
Sarah E. May
Sophia Anna Mazzella
Jessica Joanne McCauley
Kristiana Rose McGuire
Emma Rose McKenna
Sarah N. Medrano-Hernandez
Lairey Miral Mirz
Joshua Joseph Meyer
Aleeya Micca
Sam Michael Micheli
Ryan J. Milopsky
Elli Soleil Minier
Matthew Joseph Mitchko
McKenzie Marie Moeller
Jacob Ryan Moore-Paredes
Cheyneen Morgan
Matthew Murphy
William Henry Murray
Elyse Rose Nadeau
Ethan Robert Normandin
Jamie Nunberg
Daniel Morgan O’Donohoe
Tanner J. O’Neill
Rene Mary Ortiz
Bella A. Ortiz-Creighton
Katelyn M. O’Sullivan
Frida Geovanna Otero
Madison Blair Palika
Kayden A. Perez
Cooper James Peterson
Alexis Rose Polaski
Alexandra Ann Pole
Erik Popielaski
Sean Martin Protosow
Edward Steven Pullman Jr.
Oliveia Anne Punzone
Hunter Lee Reardon
Damien Record
Danielle Reda
James Matthew Reice
Ella Mae Reyes
Gabrielle Analisse Reyes
Isabella Grace Rooney
Elijah Rae Rosario
Philmomena Maria Rogriva
Samantha Merrio Roza
Alison Lynn Rubinetti
Alexandra E. Ryan
Charlotte Elaine Ryan
Saad Sajad
Matthew Haralambos Sakalis
Jennifer Lynne Sandusky
Makayla Michelle Santiago
Charlotte Roe Savelli
Angelina Schmidt
Brandon Patrick Shielr
Colin David Singh
Gregory Sola IV
Arianna Sorice
Sienna Kate Socka
Nicole R. Spadaflina
Riley Thomas Starace
Abigail Marion Sternkopf
Scarlett D. Stevensson
Makayla Style
Maya Sage Subject
Briana Susmin
Emily Jean Susskraut
Katelyn Rose Tilmont
Dominick Hastings Tocci
Riley Elizabeth Trentowski
McKenna Grace Treudler
Julian Vakuluyk
Alexa C. Vassallo
Joseph Glenn Vassallo
Eli Jose Velazquez
Ella Grace Velazquez
Alexandra E. Viera
Patrick Collins Villaruel
Christian Vlachic
Patrick C. Volkman
Matthew Anthony Walshon
Avery Ward
Emmanuel Asher Watkins
Erin Margaret Weeks
Gage Wiemer
Emma Elizabeth Weissmiller
Mia Grace Williams
Anna Elizabeth Wood
Sydney Faith Woods
Grant Zumbo
Congratulations
to the Class of 2024

Over 100 cheeses to choose from. Local products.
Custom made Cheese Platters, Gift Baskets, Gift Cards

The Shoppes at East Wind
5768 Route 25A, Suite D, Wading River
Call: 631-886-1521
cheesespicemarket.com
HOURS: 11A-6P Daily

From Graduation to Greatness: Launch Your Career with Us!

We have immediate openings for Summer school and the upcoming school year for bus drivers and driver assistants. The hours are convenient and the starting pay is one of the highest of any bus company. Best of all, a future with a company recognized year after year for putting its employees first.

Inquire about our free Prep Classes for your CDL Permit!

(631) 665-3245 X8
suffolkbus.com/apply-now

Walk-in Hiring Centers:
Bay Shore - 2309 Union Blvd.  Coram - 2152 Route 112  Ronkonkoma - 1780 Smithtown Ave.
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Rocky Point High School

Aidan Donohue
Rocky Point High School

Brody Donohue
Rocky Point High School

Evan Donovan
Rocky Point High School

Jacob Donovan
Rocky Point High School

Rhiannon Donovan
Rocky Point High School

Jack Ferrie
Rocky Point High School

Jack Fredriksen
Rocky Point High School

Zoe Fyfe
Rocky Point High School

Madeleine Grattan
Rocky Point High School

George Gutierrez
Rocky Point High School

Julia Koprowski
Rocky Point High School

Samantha Manning
Rocky Point High School

Sola Matsumoto
Rocky Point High School

Sarah May
Rocky Point High School

Matt Mitchko
Rocky Point High School

Ethan Normandin
Rocky Point High School

Daniel O’Donohoe
Rocky Point High School

Tanner O’Neill
Rocky Point High School

Bella Ortiz-Creighton
Rocky Point High School

Sean Protosow
Rocky Point High School

Hunter Reardon
Rocky Point High School

Gabrielle Reyes
Rocky Point High School

Jennifer Sandusky
Rocky Point High School

Scarlett Stevenson
Rocky Point High School

Emily Susskraut
Rocky Point High School

Riley Trentowski
Rocky Point High School

McKenna Treudler
Rocky Point High School

Christian Vlacich
Rocky Point High School

Emmanuel Watkis
Rocky Point High School

Sydney Woods
Rocky Point High School

Way to Go!
Love Our 2024 Grads!
Shoreham-Wading River High School

Gianna Aceto
Sydney Albert
Menelaos Almiroudis
Matthew Arabio
Michael Arena
Giorgia Balza
Shea Baran
Tiana Barone
Mary Baumeister
Kyra Beyersdorfer
Maya Beyersdorfer
Derek Blanco
Daniel Buckley
Erik Cahill
Nicoletta Cannistra
Alexander Castillo
Kyle Cavaliere
Peter Christ
Brighton Ciampo
Tori Cintorino
Kieran Clifford
Christopher Colon
Jack Como
Amber Condella
Gavin Constantine
Emily Cordoza
Elysa Corso
Kayla Corso
Christian Cox
Ava Cravotta
Maria Da Silva
Thomas Daggett
Dylan DeGroot
Dylan DeJesus
Abigail DeLumen
Logan DePaoli
Kevin Dettleff
Matthew Dinowitz
Christopher DiPaola
Tahli DiTusa
Brooke Dollard
Keith Donnellan
Deklan Drost
Jake Fabian
Jack Fenech
John Fernandes
Travis Finnegan
Armani Foglia
Nicholas Friedlander
Jaden Galfano
Mia Gengler
Reanna Gill
Christopher Giunta
Michael Glass
Joseph Grafer
Daniel Greene
Liam Gregorek
Sarah Hahn
Christian Hammer
Naomi Harris
Casey Hernandez
Grace Hillis
Wesley Hodun
Laura Jasinski
Christopher Johnson
Ezra Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Zachary Johnson
Kenneth Joos
Max Julian
Ali Kahraman
Cassandra Keany
William Keegan
Alexander Kershis
Liam Kershis
Bobby King
Cara Kluepel
Cal Krause
Caroline Lange
Bryce Langenhahn
Abbie Lynch
Jacob Maggipinto
Nicholas Maggipinto
Juliana Mahan
Alexander Makarewicz
Aleia Marcellino
Shane Margiotta-Watz
Joseph Martirano
James Maxwell
Elizabeth McErlean
Liam McGuire
Gavin McQueeney
Michal Medvedev
Ella Meeker
Jennifer Mensche
Nicholas Mensche
Brendan Meskil
Abigail Metz
Kaelyn Metz
Riley Metz
Aaidyn Mikulasy
Milenko Milovcevich
James Minett
Sophia Minnion
August Montgomery
Kenneth Monz
Jiseung Moon
Jordy Morales
Robert Mudzinski
Carly Mulroy
Emily Murray
Nina Nelson
Reese Nelson
Anthony Nithnikone
Nicholas Novellino
Killian O'Reilly
Samuel Palmer
Daniella Pergola
Hailey Petruzzi
Madison Pieloch
Frank Pizzi
Jessica Plagge
Lauren Pollak
Lucas Portuese
Derek Potter
Ethan Rafuse
Rajendra-Jeremy Ramharack
Megan Rayburn
Shannon Redlein
Sophia Romeo
Kyle Rose
Alexandra Ruggerio
Carley Ruggiero
Megan Ruta
Elizabeth Sabino
Isabella Saccone
Allisandra Sagat
Hannah Sagat
Gianni Santulli
Michaela Santulli
Abigail Savona
Emily Scherl
Emily Schmalzle
Averie Sciarrino
Hannah Scotto
Krystal Sereno
Sydney Serio
Gabriella Serratore
Reegan Shea
Rick Scolai
Jake Smith
Sayf-Adenne Souhi
Katherine Spencer
Colin Spier
Nate Spuhler
Molly Stankus
Nicholas Stella
Isabella Sweet
Robert Tacke
Taiden Tarantino
Liam Taylor
Emma Turley
Charles Vescovo
Aiden Volz
Gordon Votruba
Amelia Vricella
Jeremy Westerlund
Natalie Wilson
Ryan Wilson
Zackary Wilson
Kathryn Winters
Nicholas Worthington
Noah Wyszomierski
Dongkai Zhang

“Be strong enough to stand alone, smart enough to know when you need help, and brave enough to ask for it.”
~ Mark Amend
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WISHING THE CLASS OF 2024
A BRIGHT AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

Congratulations!

VINTAGE PRIME STEAKHOUSE
433 North Country Rd., St. James
631.862.6440 • thevintageprimesteakhouse.com

Carmine M Abbate
Joselle M Accardi
Sabrina E Ahern
Iqra W Ahmed
Evan M Amadio
Quincy Amadio
Mallory P Anderson
Zachary C Anderson
Ava G Andrejko
Noah C Armstrong Jr
Paul Athineos
Jena K Attia
Abigail H Azzarone
Holly J Baars
Claudia Balan
Katherine E Ball
Morgan E Baratta
Noa Baric
Avery R Barrett
Dylan M Beach
Kylie O Belcher
Isabella Bello
Natalie A Bencivenga
Ava D Bernardo
Giovanni B Bertone
Angelina R Bhola
Maya Bielawska
Calis M Blandino Martinez
Alexa Bojbas
Isabella A Bonilla Rubio
Landen J Bonsera
Irene C Bournias
Shayne A Braccia
Patrick S Brennan
Alyssa A Buono
Nicholas M Burtless
James C Burton
Alexander J Caballero
Maya A Cabrera
Alexa J Cacace
Gianna M Cacace
Abigail R Cadiz
Lana Belle R Cain
Liana Calabrese
John P Cali
Vincent J Calia III
Nicole F Caputo
Owen B Caralftis
Sebastian Carazo
Taylor K Carey
Dalia J Carmona Gonzalez
Jake M Castelli
Karson R Catalanotto
Juliana N Catanzaro
Julia F Cerullo
Olivia A Ceseretti
Emerson T Cestari
Michael Chavez
Sebastian K Cheeseman
Charlene Chen
Luke E Ciminiello
Briana S Clark
Nicholas M Colao
Ava G Conforiti
Bridgette R Coniglio
Michael J Connizzo
Taylor A Conrad
Trevor C Conte
Rory M Coon
Francesca Covino
Nicholas J Critelli
Katie P Cummings
Dexter P Cuomo
Anthony J D'Angelo
Charlie C Darrohn
Jacqueline C Davis
Kyle M De Meloitz
Francesca V DeCamp
Chiara M Desovich
Rishabh S Dholakia
Riley F DiCio
Ryan B Diffley
Angelina R DiGennaro
Giorgio DiGirolamo
Isabella J DiGregorio
Aidan J Dillon
Brendan J Dillon
Ava D DiMartino
Avery S Donnelly
Savannah R Donohue
Brandon P Doukas
Ryan M Dowd
Suzanne Draper
Jordan A Duffy
Nicholas R Durai
Michael C Dworczyk
Joseph B Dyer
Sebastian T Emmons
Sarah L Evans
Joseph P Famighetti
Mirabella N Fattibene
Sophia G Fazzalari
Brayden C Feeney
Jayda R Feeney
Benjamin H Felber
John P Ferretti
Jake M Fields
Ava N Finamore
Cameron M Fleece
Diego A Flores
Madison S Foley-Reis
Adriana A Formica
Matthew Fortner
Kelsey Q Foster
Christina I Frangas
Greta A Frankonis
Jack A Frankonis
Hannah I Furci
Jacen R Gallo
Dylan T Gallub
Ava G Gambino
Ryan J Gampel
Matthew J Gannon
Gia M Garufi
Isabella M Gasparino
Ryan A Gaudy
Sophia I Gavaris
Elizabeth E Gelles
Hannah R Gerstein
Madeline R Gervasi
Michael S Giamalvo
Ariana N Glaser
Gavin R Glaser
Lillian R Goldberg
Victoria I Gomez

Love Our 2024 Grads!

Smithtown High School East
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Smithtown High School East

Isabella Goncalves
Kimberly G Gonzalez Castro
Ivan J Granizo
Lillian C Grayson
Jenna M Guerriere
Ilayda Guven
Mason E Haldas
Brody S Hammond
Kevin J Handelson
Julia R Harabedian
Layla I Harewood
Jonathan J Harris
Benjamin S Haug
Patrick M Hayes
Eric M Heft
Lauren R Hickey
Tyler H Hickey
Charles F Higgins
Abigail M Hoell
Max D Hollander
Hannah R Honor
Aidan M Hughes
Syed T Hussain
Aiden C Ingoglia
Benjamin T Kennedy
Alexander B Kennedy
Nicholas C Kenna
Sarah E Kelly
Norah J Kelly
Selin Kazdal
Jayanth Kadavakollu
Blhavana Kakumunam
Srinitya Kanneganti
Semra K Kaytmaez
Selin Kazdal
Norah J Kelly
Sarah E Kelly
Nicholas C Kenna
Alexander B Kennedy
Benjamin T Kennedy
Lauren O Keraga
Rachael A Khan
Rebecca L Kiesel
Timothy M Kinahan
Ryan J Kornweiss
Emily M Kowalski
Ryleigh E Kozlowski
Kristin E Krause
Adam M Lackowitz
Emily K Lam
James C Lanflisi
Owen M Langer
Mia M Larkin
Benedetto A LaRosa
Giorgio A Latino
Markayla Lee
Morgan Lee
Haily R Letizia
Mrika Lleshaj
Gabriella H Locrontondo
Jake W Lombardo
Jolina A Lukose
Giselle M Macaluso
Gianna N Macari
Amanda R Mack
Abdullah A Malik
Patrick M Malene
Juliana M Maloney
Kenny D Mar-Gomez
Kassidy R March
Joseph M Marchese
Gianna E Marrone
Joseph A Marselle
Daniella C Martinez
Brianna L Martinse
Danielle B Marturano
Noelle R Massa
Richard J Massa
James D Masterson
Sandra Mathew
Jayden T Mayer
Jillian C Mayer
Alexis J McComb
Braden S McCormick
Ava E McDevitt
Grace O McDonald
Ryan C McGuire
Riley McHale
Megan P McMahon
Katelin D McQuade
Luke E McQuade
Angelina M Medwig
Isabella D Merolle
Isabella S Meyer
Mohammed T Miah
Michael J Michaud
Cole R Milani
Eric M Milburn
Rylee J Milne
Dylan H Modica
Lauren M Montemarano
Gabrielle A Morbillo
Sarah A Moyer
Emily N Moylan
Bodie D Muller
Heather J Mulvey
Daniela P Muro
Olivia G Nadelson
Kylieanny Nagengast
Jonathan W Nahoum
Sarah R Napolitano
Juliana R Nestor
Joseph C Newman
Jared M Noble
Emily C Nofer
Chandler S Noonan
Ava R Rucci
Sean F O’Hara
Claudia Obzanski
John B Orellana Lopez
Isabella Orozco
Christopher M Ortiz
Dylan A Ortiz
Aidan J Ostermann
Destiny Padilla
Scarlett E Paige
Olivia G Palazzo
Antonia E Palma
Caleb A Panozzo
Melanie E Pappas
Giancarlo Pecorale
Jessica D Penna
Maria E Pennello
Shannon G Pettit
Jaden Peykar
Ryan F Phaneuf
Joseph D Pasciotta III
Anthony J Polito
Luis E Pop
Megan P Popielaski
Sydney Pouls
Hayden D Presney
Lauren S Prete
Tyler W Pszolkowski
Jack Pulisci
Aidan M Quinn
Eldis Radonic
Taylor J Ramjit
Pearl R Rapheal
Ella A Raschdorf
Daniel G Regan
Hannah A Reichl
Jasmin M Reichl
Jack S Reinard
Logan J Reinitz
Alexander E Rios
Tyler R Ritter
Tatiana C Rivas
Eixianne Jereed P Roca
Zachary J Rokosz
Daniel J Romano
Charlize E Rosado
Emma T Rose
Jacob D Rosof
Joseph N Rossano
Christopher J Russell
Corinac E Ryan
Emma A Ryan
Patrick D Ryan
Anthony S Ryback
Bennett E Salcedo
Ariana L Salinas
Daniel O Sanchez Martinez
Emily I Sang
Lucas T Santangelo
Emily A Satchwill
Alexis R Savage
Julia I Schomber
Emma J Schor
Sarah M Schrier
Lilly M Schwartz
Christopher J Schwenk
Juliana R Scinto
Becca R Shapiro
Netra M Sharma
Dylan Shen
Thomas P Sheridan
Roksolana Shvets
Mary Grace P Waring
Gavin M Warsauer
Lily J Warschaw
Justin M Weisberg
Addison S Wertheim
Sean T Wigand
Lilya J Zimmermann
Maximilian C Zipf

“The beautiful thing about learning is that no one can take it away from you.”
– B.B. King
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Smihtown High School East

Claudia Balan
Smithtown High School East

Dylan Beach
Smithtown High School East

Natalie Bencivenga
Smithtown High School East

Calis Blandino Martinez
Smithtown High School East

Alexa Bojbasa
Smithtown High School East

John Cali
Smithtown High School East

Taylor Conrad
Smithtown High School East

Dester Cuomo
Smithtown High School East

Avery Donnelly
Smithtown High School East

Joseph Famighetti
Smithtown High School East

Mirabella Fattibene
Smithtown High School East

Brayden Feeney
Smithtown High School East

Ava Finamore
Smithtown High School East

Kelsey Foster
Smithtown High School East

Sophia Gavaris
Smithtown High School East

Madeline Gervasi
Smithtown High School East

Ben Haug
Smithtown High School East

Kristin Krause
Smithtown High School East

Hally Letizia
Smithtown High School East

Emily Moylan
Smithtown High School East

Daniela Muro
Smithtown High School East

Dylan Ortiz
Smithtown High School East

Olivia Palazzo
Smithtown High School East

Cormac Ryan
Smithtown High School East

Ariana Salinas
Smithtown High School East

Alexis Savage
Smithtown High School East

Juliana Scinto
Smithtown High School East

Tyler Trovato
Smithtown High School East

Austin Wankel
Smithtown High School East

Mary Grace Waring
Smithtown High School East

Lily Warshaw
Smithtown High School East

INTRODUCING THE
Class of 2024
Congratulations!

Wishing you all the best the future has to offer.

Love Our 2024 Grads!

Smithtown High School West
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Smithtown High School West

Gillian F Grillo
Katie L Guarino
Christopher J Guglielmo
Victor Guzman-Morales
Violet J Haggerty
Olivia R Hajek
Ryan S Hamilton
James E Harding III
Kite H Harrison
Joseph M Hauck
Hayley M Hemmerich
Maddox H Henick
Eriin P Hinchey
Joshua Holcomb
Sean A Hoolan
Brian R Hope
Kathleen Z Hu
Daniel M Huertas
Luke M Hunsucker
Hatim M Husainy
Thomas J Hyland
Kristina N Ilasi
Anthony B Ingrisano
Ava E Johnson
Abigail T Jung
Reese J Jurman
Kristen A Kane
Constantine Karakostas
Evan S Kazlauskas
Carter J Kelly
Nisan A Kilinc
Eric M Kim
Eriin Kim
Jacob J Kim
Weronika Klama
Megan P Klee
Andrew W Kleinman
Nicholas G Kondenar
Brendan K Kramer
Anabelle A Kreitzman
Anjali E Kusi

Keason M Ky
Brian C Ladeaerous
John LaGrega
Joseph V Lamardo
Julissa A LaPoma
Matthew J Lasher
Madelyn D Law
Hannah D Lee
Kaitlyn M LeViness
Danyella A Lewis
Tyler J Lieb-old
Max S Lindemann
Mia A Lo Faso
Bilal R Lone
Caden P Luca
Julian J Lukeson
Jack R Lynch
Michael P Magee
Gus M Manikas
Alexandra J Manzi
Zachary J Marsh
Bruno J Martinez
Sam J Mastrangelo
Morgan R Matejka
Katelyn M May
Ashley O Mayorga
Patrick J McDonald
Konnor P McNiff
Sienna A Mele
Jack D Melore
Matthew J Mennella
Abigail F Messler
Jessica R Meunkle
Arianna N Michaelis
Peter J Miller
Elizabeth S Mock
Julian H Mofé
Madison R Monahan
Robert J Montusi
Richard E Morse

Austin J Mui
Kylie R Muir
Christopher J Mundinger
Brandon Murnane
Shannon D Muscolino
Thomas J Natale
Tristan A Nathan
Andrea B Negroescu
Matthew J Nelson
Abigail R Neri
Holly E Neri
Karen M Nessler
Mac Cleden C Nicholas
Ava J Noto
Julia G O’Brien
Emily O’Dea
Kayla F O’Hagan
Sophia G Onesto
Abigail G Owenburg
Carmelo A Pace
Sudarshan KD Padmanaban
Jordyn M Panico
Christin I Paredes
Gianni A Patane
Sofia C Patel
Alan Z Paul
Meghan K Peet
Nicholas A Pelc
Daniel J Pereira
Emma G Petchonka
Cooper J Phillips
Stephanie G Pinelli
Dominick G Pinto
Jessica J Pizzimenti
Brooke A Posner
Annika Prabhu
Luis B Prieto Ortega
Andrew F Puchacki
Gwendolyn M Raehle
Angelica Rafaelides
Benjamin W Rappa

Lorenzo C Rappa
Gregory S Rauchenberger
Travis S Rearick
Caitlin S Reilly
Kenia Reinoso Parra
Gavin J Reis
Alexander L Renta
Ashley N Rivera
Olivia F Rivera
Martin Robles Shook
Theodore R Rojas Jr
Jaiden Isaac Roman
Christopher J Romano
Frank J Rotella Jr
Thomas Russo Jr
Benjamin F Russo
Carlos D Sanches Granados
Eunice E Santiago
Andrei Sardi
Haley FS Sashon
John P Savino
Joseph D Savino
Angelina Savorretti
Giovanni Savorretti
Regan K Sayers
Thomas J Scheer
Rylie E Schweigert
Angelina R Sellitto
Jack R Semetits
Thomas J Semetits
Yavuz Serce
Fiona J Setteducati
Noella S Sexton
Kerry A Sheuchenko
Gunoo Shin
Ryan G Shin
Nathan H Siegel
Isabella A Torres
Amanda K Tragna
Julia L Trama
Robert Trites
Akin Tuna

Ankhoroidal
Alexander J Tylar
Sean S Unverzagt
Jessica Van De Water
Alexandra S Vassilas
Avery N Verini
Gabriella L Vetere
Christian Vinas
Grace E Viola
Leah M Walsh
Kamden E Wheeler
Alexander Wnorowski
Olivia G Wolber
Isaiah A Woodall
Logan M Wrobel
Cassandra L Yanke
Jason C Zeller
Anthony G Zitoli
Brianna E Zullo
Emma J Zurl
Happy Graduation

Congratulations to the Class of 2024!

Congratulations to the Class of 2024!
The Stony Brook School
Love Our 2024 Grads!
The Stony Brook School

Abigail Walters
The Stony Brook School

Aidan Riley
The Stony Brook School

Alanna Wu
The Stony Brook School

Alex Azaz
The Stony Brook School

Alexander Baaden
The Stony Brook School

Alexander Doboli
The Stony Brook School

Alexandra Puopolo
The Stony Brook School

Andreas Simoni
The Stony Brook School

Andrew Wang
The Stony Brook School

Andrew Wong
The Stony Brook School

Ariel Yu
The Stony Brook School

Boyu Ying
The Stony Brook School

Brynn Moller
The Stony Brook School

Chunho Wong
The Stony Brook School

Daniel He
The Stony Brook School

Daniel Wong
The Stony Brook School

Deqian Wang
The Stony Brook School

Dongyi He
The Stony Brook School

Duncan Kipkoech
The Stony Brook School

Dylan Kopp
The Stony Brook School

Edward Kim
The Stony Brook School

Elizabeth Valadez
The Stony Brook School

Ella Middlekauff
The Stony Brook School

Emily Yao
The Stony Brook School

Emma Cohen
The Stony Brook School

Erick Beausoleil
The Stony Brook School

Evelyn Apazidis
The Stony Brook School

Federico Chiappa
The Stony Brook School

Gabriella Quitzau
The Stony Brook School

Gavin Hudson
The Stony Brook School

Inemesit Usoro
The Stony Brook School

Ivy Li
The Stony Brook School

James Fay
The Stony Brook School

Jayson Amin
The Stony Brook School

John Fay
The Stony Brook School
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Alex Azaz
Alexander Baaden
Alexander Doboli
Alexandra Puopolo
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Andrew Wang
Andrew Wong
Ariel Yu
Boyu Ying
Brynn Moller
Chunho Wong
Daniel He
Daniel Wong
Deqian Wang
Dongyi He
Duncan Kipkoech
Dylan Kopp
Edward Kim
Elizabeth Valadez
Ella Middlekauff
Emily Yao
Emma Cohen
Erick Beausoleil
Evelyn Apazidis
Federico Chiappa
Gabriella Quitzau
Gavin Hudson
Inemesit Usoro
Ivy Li
James Fay
Jayson Amin
John Fay
Joshua Duncan
Julianna Sparacio
Junwon Seo
Lawrence Tom
Leo Yizhou Lin
Madison Dumerlin
Mairead Reitzel
Makachi Ani
Mauro Gonzalez-Regueral
Noguerol
Meaghan Doherty
Mei Tian
Minjun Kim
Nan Xiang
Nathanael Small
Nikki Quartuccio
Peiheng Wu
Qingyuan Zhang
Qirong Zhao
Rahmeen Sheikh
Raphael Popescu
Richard Lu
Rui Sun
Ruoyu He
Salome King
Sam Specht
Sean Kong
Selina Achieng
Semih Ustaoglu
Seoyoung Shin
Sergio Pestun
Seth Laureano
Shengcong Wang
Shi Bin Kim
Shikun Yu
Sining He
Siying Li
Songyao Cheng
Soraya Carrano
Thai Ly
Tianyi Wan
Travis Stroud
Uma Shtrrom
Xiaoqian Sun
Xintian You
Xuefei Tao
Yan Starodubets
Yanhao Wang
Yanru Chen
Yi Ding
Yi Ling Qin
Yuanhui Huang
Yuhui Zhang
Yunning Tian
Zhiyu Ye

Love Our 2024 Grads!
The Stony Brook School
“Look back on the journey that brought you here. What moments challenged you most? When were you asked to step outside of your familiar territory in order to rise to the occasion of your potential? I want you to remember those moments because they will embolden you.”

~ Kerry Washington
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The Stony Brook School
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Richard Lu
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Rui Sun
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Ruoyu He
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Salome King
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Sam Specht
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Sean Kong
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Seoyoung Shin
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“The most unfortunate thing that happens to a person who fears failure is that he limits himself by becoming afraid to try anything new.”
~ Leo Buscaglia
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Ward Melville High School

Congratulations & Best Wishes to the Class of 2024!

Jordan Acquaro
Julia Adams
Maximus Adem
Mohemeen Ahmed
Anna Albert
Leah Altamirano
Carter Altholtz
Julia Alu
Chiaka Amadi
Yujay An
Natasha Andersen
Matthew Anderson
Selina Anli
Uwe Anselm
Esdras Aparicio
Isabel Apulstille
Nicholas Armato
Jazlyn Arroyo
George Austin
Joseph Babis
Sara Bally
Grace Balocca
Alayna Bances
Peter Baran
Chase Baron
Ava Bavlnka
Lorenzo Beaton

Rebekah Begel
Rafael Bennett
Averroes Bentaha
Norman Bergamaschi
Luke Bernhard
Arnav Bhatt
Alayna Bhatti
William Boonin
Vienna Boris
Daniel Brausch
Jake Bren
Marron Brennan
Zachary Brittman
Joanna Brotherton
Abigail Bruechert
Benjamin Bruno
Taylor Bullinger
Jaye Buonomo
Zelman Burd
Ethan Burgos
Aiden Burgueno
Gabriel Bursztyn
Thomas Buttar
Lexie Buynoch
Isabelle Cafarella
Nicholas Camposa
Samuel Carioscia
Nicholas Carnovale
Serena Carpino
Ava Carrillo
Caityln Carrington
Paige Carroll
Michael Cartisano
Juliana Caskey
Bautista Castellon
Marlon Castillo
Kaeleigh Catalan
Christopher Caves
Christopher Cavoto
Brendan Chambers
Kaitlynn Chang
Amy Chen
Darren Chen
Joshua Chen
Michael Chen
Sylvia Chen
Nicholas Cherival
Manasa Venkata Sri Chimpiri
Luke Chitkara
Ridwan Chowdhury
Ho Seong Chung
Skylar Ciniglio
Joshua Cohen
Max Cohn

Olive Comerford
Anthony Competello
Alexis Comunale
Evan Connelly
Theodore Cook-Weitzman
Claire Cornish
Sophia Corpac
Peyton Costello
Nickolette Costigan
Raymond Cruz
Derrick Cunard
Madeline Cunniffe
Jaida Curley
Shea Curtin
Jerimiah Curtis
Brianna Czark
Kaylin Czark
Melanie D’Aleo
Jenna Damiano
Travis Dang
Zachary Danowski
Leah Daub
Sean Davey
Frederik Davidson
Emma Davino
Joy Davis
Lia Decaminada

Steven Dell Isola
Gabriella DelVecchio
Thomas DeMaio
Joshua DeMeo
Michael Denivo
Alessandra Desciscio
Andrew Desimone
Nyla DeSimone
Davan DiFede
Andrew DiGennaro
Daniel DiGennaro
Annabel Dimaculangan
Maggie Dineen
Sydney Dombroff
Nicholas Drucker
Alexandra Duan
Patrick Duryea
Robert Ehlers
Lola Eichner
Jeffrey Ellin
Tyler Erlich
Madison Esposito
Caleb Evan
Sophia Fardellone
Nicole Fernandes
Leida Fernandez
Jenna Ferrara

Setauket
KITCHEN & BATH

631.751.1213
183 MAIN STREET (25A) | SETAUKE, NY
WWW.SETAUDETHTKITCHENS.COM
Love Our 2024 Grads!

Ward Melville High School

Congratulations
To the Class of 2024
Stay Safe & Best Wishes
For Your Next Adventure.

HAMLET WINES
730 Route 25A
Setauket
631-751-3131
Congratulations & Best Wishes to the Class of 2024!

~ Andrew V. Mastronardi, DMD & Staff
Congratulations to the Class of 2024

Being a good neighbor means being there for my community. As your local State Farm® agent, I’m ready to help whenever you need me. Give me a call.

Congratulations to the class of 2024! Wishing you much success as you continue on to the next chapter of your life.

State Farm
Bloomington, IL

Billy Williams Ins Agency Inc
Agent
218 Main St
Setauket, NY 11733-2851
Bus: 631-675-9550
Cell: 631-828-9048
Congratulations and Best Wishes to WMHS Class of 2024!

PFF Timothy Holsberg
Explorer Post #0528
Bobby Huhne, Colin Hoelzl, Vincent Saggio

The Chiefs, Officers and Members of the Stony Brook Volunteer Fire Department

147 Main Street, Stony Brook • SBFD.org

“Your inexperience is an asset in that it will make you think in original, unconventional ways. Accept your lack of knowledge and use it as your asset.”

~ Natalie Portman
Messages to the graduates...

Reese, when you entered high school four years ago, you were unsure of which direction to take. Since then, you have done a complete 180. You found your passion in business and grew into a smart, confident, mature, and focused young lady. There are no words to describe how proud we are of you and all your hard work. Reese, that hard work has paid off, and you are headed to one of the best business schools in the country! Indiana University is so lucky to have you. We are excited to see what you will accomplish next. You will succeed in all your dreams and goals—sky’s the limit! Go Hoosiers!

Love, Mom, Dad & Cole

We’re SO PROUD!
GOALS

Goals are powerful tools that you can use in order to realize your dreams. Written goals help you to stay focused on what you are trying to accomplish. Goals create a road map for success. Goals are the targets toward which you point your life. The secret to achieving your goals is to get started.

My goals:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
GRADUATES MESSAGE BOARD

My favorite school memory __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite song _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite movie ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite TV show ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite vacation ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite class _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite teacher ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My Favorite dream car ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite food _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite ice cream ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite restaurant _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite hang out ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite shoes _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My favorite beach _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My Dream Job! ____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Autographs
CONGRATULATIONS

Class of 2024

On this joyous occasion, we celebrate your extraordinary accomplishment, unwavering commitment, and generous spirit.

With love and pride, today and always,
Your Teachers ❤

three village teachers association